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Elul 5779
The stirring sound of the shofar heralds Elul’s arrival; our hearts are 

roused as we focus on the approaching High Holy Days.
Several years ago, the avreichim from the “Be’er Moshe” Kollel in Ashdod 

sent an intriguing question to Moreinu v’Rabbeinu, the esteemed Rabbi David 
Chananya Pinto shlita: 

In several places in Chazal, we find a distinct indication that the actual month of Elul has 
its own unique significance as a time of repentance.

What is the deeper implication of these Holy days, as being ‘days of repentance’?
The Rav shlita emphasized the remarkable foundation laid down by Rabbeinu Yonah 
(Sha’arei Teshuva Sha’ar 1:11), which clarifies that repentance must commence with positive 
undertakings, with setting oneself on the correct and upright path. Only once this has been 
accomplished is it appropriate to focus on remorse and cleansing of past misdeeds. 
“Our task in Chodesh Elul is to perform good deeds. During the year, different sins and 
inappropriate habits cling to a person, each according to his level and nature, therefore the 
focus of this month must be “aseh tov” – “do good”.
Through saying selichot a person draws closer to Hashem and this awakens the desire to 
perform good deeds. This is the correct and true start of teshuva!”
 Talmidim and acquaintances of Moreinu v’Rabbeinu shlita can testify that throughout the
 year, the Rav is constantly occupied with doing good. Whether it is bringing Jews closer to
 their Father in Heaven through the life-giving dew drops that he showers on them, both in
his public lectures and in private consultations, travelling all over the world with great self-

 sacrifice, making himself available to all those who seek his advice and offering guidance in
 all areas of life, his renowned blessings in the merit of his holy ancestors, bringing merit to the
 masses through the pairs of tefillin that he distributes to needy people, and of course supporting
 Torah in a mammoth fashion through his numerous kollelim and yeshivot, together with his
 innumerable chessed ventures, both in quantity and scope, on behalf of widows and orphans,
the destitute and the sick, and indeed anyone in need of assistance.
During the month of Elul and the High Holy Days, the Rav intensifies his “doing good”, barely 
allowing himself respite. The climax arrives at the end of the month with the grand hilulla that 
is commemorated every year in Mogador in Morocco, with the participation of thousands of 
Jews from all over the world – at the holy gravesite of his grandfather, the ‘tzaddik yesod olam’, 
Rabbi Chaim Pinto zya”a.
Let us take a lesson from the Rav’s conduct and increase our efforts to do good during this 
auspices time of the year.  Let us strengthen ourselves in a positive manner and thereby merit 
all the blessings for a good and blessed year.
In this publication, we present the readers with words of inspiration from Moreinu v’Rabbeinu 
shlita, coverage of the events that have taken place in our institutions around the world, together 
with a section dedicated to our great bereavement with the passing of the ‘Mother of Royalty’ 
– the righteous mother of Moreinu Harav shlita, Rabbanit Mazal Madeleine Pinto a”h.
‘Doing good’ is a description that epitomizes the Rabbanit’s entire life. We have tried to give 
over a small taste of her good deeds, which are a shining example of how a person is capable 
of living the life that was allotted to him dedicated to performing good deeds and fulfilling 
Hashem’s will with true love. Her life was resplendent with pure and authentic substance, 
despite all the confusion which surrounds us due to the unending pursuit of futilities.
We take this opportunity to express our appreciation to all those who merit being partners 
with the Rav throughout the year in his ‘doing good’ - our beloved benefactors who have a 
substantial share in the Rav’s holy work and in all his accomplishments, with the crown of their 
generosity being their support of his Torah institutions and countless charitable undertakings.
May you continually merit to do only good and may this afford you and your families abundant 
blessings and benefits!
May we all merit a year of abundance, success, health, happiness and blessings.

With best wishes,
The Editors of Bechatzrot HaChaim
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THE ADVANTAGE OF REPENTANCE
"Return, Israel, unto Hashem your G-d, 

for you have stumbled in your iniquity." 
(Hoshea 14:2)
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Words of Inspiration
delivered by Moreinu v'Rabbeinu

 Rabbi DAVID CHANANYA PINTO, shlit"a

If one hurries to rectify his 
transgression immediately, 
he will find it relatively 
easy to cleanse himself of 
sin. However, if he arouses 
himself to do teshuvah 
only before the great Day 
of Judgment, he will find it 
extremely difficult. Who is 
to say that even after much 
hard work, a slight stain will 
not remain?
Hashem has bestowed 
upon us myriad spiritual 
opportunities. Are we aware 
of them? If one’s neshamah 
does not take pleasure in 
the sanctity of Shabbat, 
a sample of the World to 
Come, he must take stock 
of his deeds. Perhaps his 

neshamah, the deeper is the 
pain and suffering which the 
person must endure.
One who is wise will do 
teshuvah while yet in this 
world. He surely wishes 
to avoid ascending to the 
Heavenly Court entrenched 
in sin. Chazal instruct us 
to “repent one day before 
you die” (Avot 2:10). Since 
nobody knows when his 
last day will be, we should 
do teshuvah every day (see 
Shabbat 153a).
A thin layer of dust is easily 
removed. However, a thick 
layer is not divested so 
easily. Even after much toil, 
a stain might remain. So is 
the case regarding teshuvah. 

5

Rabbi Yehudah Attia, zt”l, 
says that a person's sins 
encrust him in a layer 
of spiritual dirt and filth 
(Minchat Yehudah). If 
he does not do teshuvah 
before his death, he remains 
enveloped in this filth as he 
ascends heavenward. 
In order to merit standing 
in Hashem’s Presence, one 
must become purified of this 
dirt. Angels of Justice are 
appointed to peel away the 
layers of kelippah which have 
clung to him. They shake his 
body in the grave. Purging 
the dead person of the grime 
and scum of sin causes him 
untold anguish. The thicker 
the layer of grime around the 



was plastered with filth. As 
soon as he took the check 
in his hand, it became dirty 
and was hardly recognizable. 
When he arrived at the bank, 
they refused to honor it; they 
could not take a check in 
such a state.
The man approached me 
again. I empathized with his 
problem, but there was little 
I could do to help him. The 
philanthropist had already 
returned to the States and I 
had no way of reaching him. 
I wondered why this man had 
not bothered to take the small 
step of washing his hands 
before taking the check. 
 We are often like that pauper. 
We forfeit spiritual pleasures, 
allowing our sins to obscure 
our rightful joy in doing 
mitzvot.
In Elul, Hashem is easy to 
approach, like a king who 
goes out to the fields to see his 
countrymen. Generally, one 
must make an appointment 
in advance in order to merit 
an audience with the king. 

Before donning the robes of 
a nobleman, he must clean 
his body well. What good 
are fine garments if the body 
emits a terrible stench?
Before standing in Hashem’s 
Presence, we must ensure 
that our neshamah is pristine. 
Observing mitzvot while one 
is still encrusted in sin is far 
from ideal, since sins repel 
mitzvot. Teshuvah is the way 
to expunge our souls from all 
residue of sin. It atones for all 
wrongdoings and enables the 
neshamah to attract mitzvot 
and lovingly preserve them.
A man once approached 
me at a large function and 
sorrowfully related that 
he had fallen into serious 
financial difficulties. 
After hearing his tale of 
woe, I turned to a wealthy 
philanthropist and asked him 
to offer this man a generous 
donation. The philanthropist 
did not disappoint. With a 
wide pocket and an even 
wider heart, he wrote out a 
sizeable check. The pauper 

neshamah is encrusted 
in muck and mire, which 
block out the luminosity 
of Shabbat.  Hashem tells 
us, “I have a good gift in 
My treasury which is called 
‘Shabbat’” (Shabbat 10b). 
Hashem Himself testifies 
to the wonderful qualities 
of Shabbat; we should 
appreciate them.
In order to appreciate the 
sweetness of Torah and 
mitzvot, one must first 
purge himself of any taint 
of sin. Otherwise, his sins 
will separate him from the 
mitzvot. What a shame! He 
will lose out both for having 
sin on his hands, as well 
as for lacking the merit of 
mitzvot.
Let us illustrate with the 
following analogy. A 
minister is called to serve the 
king. Certainly, he will clean 
himself before appearing in 
the king’s presence. Would 
anyone have the audacity 
to face the king with dirty 
clothes and a foul smell? 

6
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Not everybody is worthy of 
such an audience. However, 
in Elul, everyone can see the 
king. Hashem is closer than 
ever to us at this time (Tanya). 
“Hashem is close to those 
who call to Him, to those who 
call to Him in truth” (Tehillim 
145:18). 
When a king comes to visit a 
city, all the townsmen turn out 
for a festive day in his honor. 
Why do we not celebrate 
our close connection with 
Hashem in Elul? The greatest 
level one can attain is feeling 
Hashem Within one's heart. 
Coronating Hashem in the 

fields cannot compare with 
crowning Him in our hearts. 
We do not have any specific 
festival days in Elul because 
the ultimate way to crown 
Hashem is by bringing Him 
into our hearts. When one 
succeeds in doing so, one is 
imbued with tremendous joy.
“I have set Hashem before me 
always” (ibid. 16:9). Chazal 
adjure us to “know before 
Whom you are standing – 
before the King of kings, 
Hakadosh Baruch Hu” (see 

Berachot 28b). 
We can use 
the power 

of imagery to concretize this 
in our minds. Whenever I feel 
strong yearning for my father, 
zy”a, and wish to remember 
him, I think how he would 
behave in one situation or 
another. By thinking of him, 
my longing dissipates.
We, too, can use guided 
imagery in order to feel 
Hashem. Since He has no 
physical properties, we can 
connect to Him by increasing 
our Torah study and mitzvot, 
which are the expression of 
his holy Names. 
Everyone can attest to whether 
or not Hashem resides within 
him. Is he a fitting repository 
for the Shechinah? Does 
he pray with the awareness 
that he is standing before 

Hashem, or is his body in 
the beit kenesset while 

his mind is miles 
away?

Sins create 
a barrier 

b e t w e e n 
a person 
and the 
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him, a very painful process 
(Minchat Yehudah).

• One should try to do 
teshuvah every day, for 
nobody knows when he 
will die.

• Hashem has granted us 
many wonderful gifts. 
However, we often forfeit 
the pleasure gained by 
doing mitzvot, since we 
are engulfed in the filth of 
sin. The way to remove this 
dirt is by doing teshuvah.

• In Elul, Hashem is like 
a king who leaves his 
palace for the fields in 
order to spend time with 
his subjects (Tanya). We 
do not have a specific day 
to celebrate this, for the 
ultimate place to crown 
Hashem is not in the fields 
but in our hearts.

• The proven method of 
building a relationship 
with Hashem is through 

learning Torah and 
keeping mitzvot. 

This enables us 
to truly feel that 

“I have set 
Hashem before 
me always.” 

Creator, preventing his prayers 
from rising heavenward. He 
must do teshuvah so that his 
prayers are not, chalilah, 
uttered in vain. If one feels 
one is standing in Hashem's 
Presence, one is more likely 
to succeed (Noam Elimelech, 
Vayishlach).
The wicked do not repent even 
as they stand at the entrance 
of Gehinnom (Eiruvin 19a). 
How can they observe the 
terrible punishments and 
remain indifferent? Are they 
so attached to sin that they 
never want to repent? 
As long as one is in this world, 
one has the choice to do good 
or bad. Even if one falls, one 
has the ability to raise himself 
by rectifying his deeds. 
However, the World to Come 
is the place of remuneration. 
Once there, it is already too 
late to make amends. The only 
thing one can do is accept 
the punishment, which 
will refine him of 
the dross of sin. 
As the wicked 
stand before 
G e h i n n o m , 
they are 

deprived of the privilege of 
teshuvah. They must face the 
consequences of the choices 
they made while in this world.
Let us be wise enough to do 
teshuvah while we still have 
the chance to atone for our 
sins. Let us not wait for the 
time when the only recourse 
is punishment.

IN SUMMARY

• Man’s sins encrust him 
in a layer of spiritual 
dirt, which prevents him 
from standing before the 
Heavenly Court. Angels of 
Destruction are appointed 
to remove this dirt by 
shaking him and banging 
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We extend our blessings for a Shana Tova 
to Moreinu v’Rabbeinu, the esteemed Admor and tzaddik, 

Rabbi David Chananya Pinto shlita,

who with remarkable mesirat nefesh, shoulders the burden of establishing 
and supporting all the institutions, accompanying them ‘as a nurse carries a suckling’.

May Hashem bless Moreinu v’Rabbeinu shlita with strength to continue establishing enterprises 
of holiness throughout the world, and may he enjoy true nachat from all his holy undertakings,

 together with nachat from his children the Rabbanim shlita and all his offspring, 
in good health and with clarity of vision.

May Hashem shower him with all the Torah blessings, and may the merit of his holy ancestors endure 
for him and his children, that Torah not depart from their mouths forever, 

and may we merit together with Moreinu v’Rabbeinu to greet Mashiach speedily in our days.

We convey our blessings to Maran v’Rabbanan, the Roshei Yeshivot and Roshei Kollelim, 
Maggidei Shiur and all their talmidim the world-over. 

To the many followers and all those who seek the blessings of Moreinu shlita, 
the participants of his shiurim, the members of the Batei Haknesset,

those involved in the chessed accomplishments and the staff that undertake the holy endeavor 
of publishing the works of Moreinu Harav shlita. 

To the world-wide readership of the multi-lingual magazine “Bechatzrot Hachaim”.
To the dear philanthropists, who generously support all these worthy endeavors with a remarkable loyalty.

With the approach of the New Year, we yearn and hope, beseech and pray,
that it be a year of abundance and blessing, a year of joy and happiness.

A year where all your undertakings will be blessed with great prosperity, in bounty and without constraint.
A year where you experience only goodness, and not know of suffering and pain,

for you, your families, and all your acquaintances.
A year where you merit intensifying the honor of Heaven and the honor of Torah,

and may the merit of the tzaddikim stand in your stead.

Shana Tova U’metuka!
With blessings,

The staff of “Bechatzrot Hachaim”

We extend our blessings for a Shana Tova
to Moreinu v’Rabbeinu, the esteemed Admor and tzaddik, 

יהי רצון
 מלפניך ה'

שתחדש עלינו 
שנה טובה 

ומתוקה
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NEW BEGINNINGS
"I call heaven and earth today to bear witness against you: I have 
placed life and death before you, blessing and curse; and you 
shall choose life, so that you will live, you and your offspring." 

(Devarim 30:19)

תיה" 
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 וב
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"תכלה שנה וקללותי
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person adds a specific 
amount of time according to 
his custom. 
As Rosh Hashanah 
approaches, we do not know 
if the previous year has 
already passed, or if there 
are still harsh judgments 
awaiting us. Therefore, we 
ask Hashem to deal kindly 
with us and hurry in the new 
year with all its blessings, 
similar to one bringing in 
Shabbat early. This will 
nullify any remaining harsh 
decrees designated for the 
past year.
When one fulfills Hashem’s 
wishes, He hurries to bring 
him blessing. As a result, 

We are not aware of the 
exact moment when one year 
ends and the next begins. 
Therefore, we ask Hashem, 
“May the year and its curses 
end; may the year and its 
blessings begin.” If we are 
still within the previous 
year, may it and its curses 
come to an end. If we are 
at the beginning of the new 
year, may it and its blessings 
begin.
There is a concept of tosefet 
Shabbat. This means that out 
of our love for Shabbat, we 
bring it in earlier than the 
specified time and observe it 
even later than the prescribed 
time (see Shulchan Aruch, 
Orach Chaim 393:2). Each 

curses are removed from 
him. For instance, it might 
have been decreed that a 
person will have children 
only in another three years. 
However, through fulfilling 
Hashem’s will, he merits 
having a child within that 
year. The abundance of 
goodness which Hashem 
showers upon those who do 
His will has the power to 
annul all harsh decrees.
On Rosh Hashanah, we read 
about Akeidat Yitzchak (see 
Megillah 31:1). We mention 
the merit of Avraham 
Avinu, who “awoke early 
and saddled his donkey” 
(Bereishit 22:3). Hashem 
had not designated a specific 

11
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 Rabbi DAVID CHANANYA PINTO, shlit"a
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he can expect from Hashem. 
These blessings, too, come 
quickly, preempting harsh 
decrees.
“When you have the 
opportunity to do a mitzvah, 
do not let it become spoiled” 
(Mechilta, Bo 9). One should 
not delay doing mitzvot. 
Any form of procrastination 
is considered letting the 
mitzvah become spoiled. 
Although he intends to do it 
later, it will lack the quality of 
zest, the agent that prevents 
spoiling.
Bilaam Harasha wanted to 
share with Balak his plot of 
harming the Jews. He arose 
early in the morning and 
saddled his own donkey 
without waiting for his 

lackeys to do it for him. 
His hatred toward Bnei 

Yisrael ran so deep 
that it interrupted 

the correct order 
of things. 

Hashem told 

long to fulfill His word. 
Avraham saddled his donkey 
on his own, even though 
he had countless servants 
who did his bidding. His 
love of Hashem interrupted 
the correct order of things 
(Rashi, Bereishit 22:3). 
By mentioning the merit 
of our Avot, particularly 
how Avraham hurried 
to do Hashem’s will, we 
ask Hashem to fulfill our 
desires. We beseech Him to 
usher in the new year with 
its blessings, even if the 
old year has not officially 
ended. The quicker and more 
enthusiastically one does 
mitzvot, the more blessings 

time for the Akeidah. Why, 
then, did Avraham awaken 
early to offer his son on the 
altar? He could have delayed 
this act and thus have had 
more time to spend with his 
son.
“The zealous are early to 
do mitzvot” (Pesachim 4a). 
Those who are filled with 
zeal for Hashem’s honor 
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him, “Evil one! Avraham 
already preceded you by 
arising early and saddling 
his own donkey!”(Rashi, 
Bamidbar 22:21).
Since Avraham preceded 
Bilaam with his zeal, Hashem 
transformed Bilaam’s curses 
into blessings. We ask 
Hashem that in the merit of 
Avraham, who preempted 
Bilaam and hurried to do 
His will, He should hurry 
to bring us a new year filled 
with blessing. All the curses 
which may have been decreed 
upon us previously should be 
converted to blessing.
Bilaam Harasha was the 
embodiment of the Satan, 
who continues to prosecute 
against us. We mention the 
Akeidah on Rosh Hashanah 
for two reasons. One is to 
evoke the merit of Avraham 
Avinu, who hurried to do 
Hashem’s bidding. The 
second is to nullify the 
indictment of the Satan. 
Although Bilaam’s early 

start in his quest of cursing 
Am Yisrael did not have its 
intended effect, it shows how 
strongly the Satan prosecutes 
and how urgent it is to stand 
up to him in order to emerge 
innocent in judgment. The 
Satan is well aware that on 
Rosh Hashanah all mankind is 
judged. He thus tries various 
methods of disturbing us in 
our service of Hashem. This 
is why we ask Hashem to 
end the previous year with its 
curses and start the coming 
year with its potential for 

blessing. This thwarts the 
Satan’s attempts at damaging 
us in these last few moments 
at the year’s end.
The phrase “שנה  May – תחל 
the year begin,” is similar 
to “Bereishit – In the 
beginning.” As the new year 
opens, we ask Hashem to 
bring us a year that is similar 
to the beginning of Creation. 
We ask to merit the original 
purity of man before he 
sinned, when the world was 
pristine and full of endless 
bounty and blessing.



THE POTENTIAL
OF THE DAY OF ATONEMENT

“For on this day, He shall provide atonement for you to cleanse you, 
from all your sins before Hashem shall you be cleansed” (Vayikra 16:30)
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complete teshuvah before 
Rosh Hashanah, Hashem 
offers him a second chance 
in the form of the Ten Days 
of Repentance, which begin 
with Rosh Hashanah and end 
with Yom Kippur. Hashem 
is filled with compassion 
for His people and wants to 
grant them life. Therefore, 
He gives them further 
opportunity to improve their 
deeds and repent their sins. 
Then, when they usher in 
Yom Kippur, they welcome 
a day sealed with Hashem’s 
stamp of approval for life. 

If Hashem blessed us with this wonderful gift of Yom Kippur that atones due to its inherent 
holiness, it would be a terrible shame not to use this opportunity to draw closer to Hashem. 
If the essence of Yom Kippur, without any effort on our part, atones, then when a person 
adds to this power and takes the initiative to repent fully, he can achieve tremendous things.

On Rosh Hashanah, all 
creatures stand before 
Hashem in judgment (see 
Rosh Hashanah 18a). 
Nobody knows what his 
verdict will be. In His infinite 
kindness, Hashem gifted us 
Elul, the month of mercy 
and forgiveness. This month 
is designated for rectifying 
our wrongdoings and 
coming closer to Hashem. 
In this manner, we are more 
likely to emerge innocent 
from judgment on Rosh 
Hashanah. Yom Kippur is 
the day when one’s verdict 
is sealed. If he failed to do 

The very essence of Yom 
Kippur atones, even if 
one did not do teshuvah 
(Shevuot). This is extremely 
difficult to comprehend. 
Does it mean to say that 
an avowed rasha, who 
defiantly refused to repent, 
is pardoned for his sins? 
This would likely weaken 
the resolve of tzaddikim, 
who spend all their lives in 
teshuvah and introspection. 
What is the point of investing 
so much energy into soul-
searching when Hashem 
forgives everyone on Yom 
Kippur anyway? Moreover, 
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connection between the Day 
of Judgment and Channah’s 
pleadings to merit a child?
Channah inserted a powerful 
statement into her prayers. 
She said, “May Hashem 
judge to the ends of the 
earth; may He give power 
to his king and raise the 
pride of His anointed one” 
(Shmuel I, 2:10). Channah 
was saying that Hashem 
judges everyone, even those 
who are simple and humble 
as the earth. We read this 
passage on Rosh Hashanah 
in order to internalize the 
understanding that Hashem 
judges each and every 
person on this day, whether 
he is rich and famous, or 
simple and ordinary. “may 
He give power to his king” 
means that one who studies 
Torah, called “power” 
(Shemot Rabbah 27:4), 
is considered a king (see 
Gittin 62a). In the merit of 
Torah study, the redemption 
is hastened, as the pride of 

Shmuel would be born. He 
would be as great as both 
Moshe and Aharon and 
would enlighten the nation 
with his Torah wisdom 
(Midrash Shmuel 3). All 
the women who gave birth 
at that time called their 
sons Shmuel, in the hope 
that theirs would be this 
wonderful child. Channah 
went up to the Mishkan 
and prayed for a child. She 
vowed that if she had a son, 
she would sanctify him to 
Hashem’s service. Hashem 
accepted her prayers and 
she merited giving birth to 
Shmuel Hanavi, who was 
known far and wide for his 
virtue.
Certainly, that generation 
boasted many women of 
valor who deserved to give 
birth to such a righteous 
son. Why was Channah 
the one chosen for this 
treasure? Furthermore, why 
do we read this account on 
Rosh Hashanah? Is there a 

if Yom Kippur is such a 
powerhouse of pardon, why 
do we bother reciting the 
Selichot prayers? What is 
the point of confusing the 
Satan with our shofar blasts 
so that he should desist 
from prosecuting against 
us, if Hashem already 
decided to forgive us for 
our sins, whether or not we 
did teshuvah?
Let us preface our answer 
with the following idea. The 
haftarah of Rosh Hashanah 
relates the fascinating 
narrative of Shmuel 
Hanavi’s birth. We read 
how his mother, Channah, 
ceaselessly pleaded with 
Hashem for a child. Elkanah 
had two wives, Peninah 
and Channah. Peninah had 
children, while Channah 
had none. Peninah would 
vex Channah greatly about 
this, in order to induce her 
to pray for children. Finally, 
a Heavenly Voice called 
out that a tzaddik named 
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His anointed one will be 
raised.
Channah was not more 
virtuous than the other 
women of her time. But her 
vow to dedicate her child 
to Hashem’s service was 
unique. It demonstrated her 
keen perception. She was 
well aware that children 
belong to Hashem, Who 
entrusts us with their care in 
this world. For this reason, 
she promised to sanctify 
her son to a life of Torah 
and fear of Heaven from his 
early childhood. Channah 
understood something that 
many people have difficulty 
acknowledging. They 
assume that they are in 
charge. Everything is theirs 
for the taking, and they are 
in full control.
Rosh Hashanah is the 
time for reflection. 
Hashem alone is 
the Master of 
the world. We 
come here for 

a short, allotted amount of 
time, in which we are meant 
to fulfill our mission. Just 
as Channah fully realized 
that her son, Shmuel, was 
only “lent” to her for a 
specific amount of time and 
she had no authorization 
over him, so should we 
understand that we are here 
only temporarily, in order 
to fulfill a specific purpose. 
When Hashem judges us 
on Rosh Hashanah, He 
examines us to see whether 
or not we are achieving this 
mission.
If parents wish to raise 
successful soldiers for 
Hashem’s army, they would 
do well to educate them 
in the way of the Torah. 

They should remember that 
their children are given to 
them for a short while. If 
one is not his own master, 
certainly he is not master 
over his children. Let us 
take a lesson from our 
patriarch, Avraham, about 
whom Hashem said, “For 
I know him that he will 
command his children and 
his household after him that 
they will guard the way of 
Hashem to do charity and 
justice” (Bereishit 18:19). 
Rashi explains that Hashem 
was eminently pleased with 
Avraham for educating his 
children to be loyal to Him.
Channah was singular 
among the women of her 
times in that she alone 
vowed to dedicate her 
child to Hashem’s service. 

The others also desired 
righteous sons, but 

none matched 
C h a n n a h ’ s 

fervor and 
determination.
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inherent holiness, it would 
be a terrible shame not 
to use this opportunity to 
draw closer to Hashem. If 
the essence of Yom Kippur, 
without any effort on our 
part, atones, then when a 
person adds to this power 
and takes the initiative to 
repent fully, he can achieve 
tremendous things.
Tzaddikim do not rely on 
the fact that the essence of 
Yom Kippur atones. They 
make every effort to purify 
themselves, knowing that 
doing teshuvah on this day is 
extremely powerful.
Every year, I visit the graves 
of the tzaddikim in the 
Ukraine. Before one of my 
annual trips, I reserved a 
room in a lodging-house 

and specifically requested 
that they thoroughly 

clean it before my 
arrival. I did not 

want to find the 
place filled 
with spiders, 

(Vayikra 16:30). Let us 
analyze the power of both 
Am Yisrael’s teshuvah 
and Moshe’s prayers, in 
which merit Yom Kippur 
was established as a day of 
teshuvah for all generations.
Yom Kippur can be 
compared to a bathtub filled 
with warm water. One who 
enters will emerge cleaner, 
whether or not he applied 
soap or scrubbed off the 
dirt. Likewise, the holiness 
of Yom Kippur is so intense 
that even the most avowed 
rasha comes out cleaner 
than before (see Yoma 85b).
If Hashem blessed us with 
this wonderful gift of Yom 
Kippur that atones due to its 

Moshe Rabbeinu enacted 
Yom Kippur as the Day 
of Atonement. After Bnei 
Yisrael sinned with the 
Golden Calf, Moshe 
broke the luchot. Then he 
ascended to heaven to attain 
forgiveness and the second 
set of luchot. Bnei Yisrael 
spent the days between 
Rosh Chodesh Elul and Yom 
Kippur blowing trumpets 
and doing teshuvah. Moshe 
pleaded with Hashem to 
pardon His people. Finally, 
on Yom Kippur, Hashem 
said, “I have forgiven, 
according to your word” 
(see Pirkei d’Rabbi Eliezer 
45). This pronouncement 
of forgiveness reverberates 
throughout the generations 
and is echoed in the verse, 
“For on this day, He shall 
provide atonement for 
you to cleanse you, 
from all your sins 
before Hashem, 
shall you be 
c l e a n s e d ” 
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as I am especially sensitive 
to them. 
I arrived with my assistants 
about an hour before 
Shabbat, and lo and behold! 
Spiders of all shapes and 
sizes were crawling under 
the beds. I raised a hue and 
cry, demanding to know 
how this could happen, after 
I especially asked that they 
rid the room of spiders. The 
staff was deeply chagrined. 
They said that they had, 
indeed, cleaned the room 
very well, and could not 
fathom how these spiders 
got there. I knew the 
answer, and I told it to them. 
Although they cleaned the 
room, they did a superficial 
job, wiping down the walls 
and cleaning the corners. 
But, they failed to bend 
down and check under the 
beds.
After returning to Paris, 
this event returned to my 
mind. How often do we 
consider ourselves sin-free, 

absolved of the obligation 
to do teshuvah? However, 
as soon as we stand before 
Hashem on Yom Kippur, 
we are suddenly seized with 
fear. Perhaps we did not do 
complete teshuvah for such-
and-such sin? Suddenly, 
all the “skeletons in the 
closets,” or spiders under 
the bed begin creeping into 
our mind. We clearly see 
how far we have to go in 
order to purify ourselves 
appropriately. We often do a 
superficial cleaning, without 
examining the inner crevices 
of our hearts and minds. 
Perhaps we have overlooked 
an act or thought of sin.
One of the curses which 
Moshe Rabbeinu mentions 
is that “your life will hang 
in the balance, and you will 
be frightened night and day, 
and you will not be sure of 
your life” (Devarim 29:66). 
Moshe was telling Bnei 
Yisrael that if they refrained 
from going in Hashem’s 
ways, their lives would 

be full of doubt and lack 
inner peace. They would 
constantly be consumed 
with fear of death. The Ba’al 
Shem Tov states that if one 
wishes to live successfully, 
he should constantly bear 
in mind that he is far from 
perfect and has a long way to 
go in his service of Hashem. 
Yom Kippur is the ideal day 
to return to Hashem and 
work on improving one’s 
character.
Tzaddikim take Yom Kippur 
very seriously. They do not 
take solace in the knowledge 
that the essence of the day 
atones. They are not satisfied 
with the fact that Hashem 
says, “I have forgiven as 
you have asked.” They 
always look to do the best 
type of teshuvah possible 
and consider themselves far 
from perfect. The power of 
the prayers and repentance 
on Yom Kippur is so intense 
that its magnetic force pulls 
the reshaim to improve, as 
well.
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SUKKOT - OCCASION TO REJOICE
“You shall make the festival of Sukkot for a seven-day period, when you gather 
in from your threshing floor and from your wine cellar. You shall rejoice on your 
festival – you, your son, your daughter, your slave, your maidservant, the Levite, 
the proselyte, the orphan, and the widow who are in your midst”   (Devarim 16:13-14)
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 Sukkot is called the “time of our 
rejoicing” (Sukkot prayers). 
This is because it comes on the 
heels of the Yamim Nora’im, 
when Hashem is especially 
close to those who call to Him 
in truth. Our request during 
the Days of Awe is that just 
as we are “my Beloved’s,” we 
ask Hashem to shine His light 
upon us, so that “my Beloved 
is mine” (Shir Hashirim 6:3). 
The Days of Awe are actually 
days of mercy, when Hashem 
moves from the Seat of 
Justice to the Seat of Mercy 
(see Vayikra Rabbah 29:3). 
This is in line with the pasuk, 
“For the hand is on the seat 
of G-d (י-ה)” (Shemot 17:16). 
According to the rule of kollel, 
the numerical value of the term 

 is equal to (for the hand) כי יד
the gematria of the word אדם 
(man). Through our prayers 
during these days, man tries 
to convince Hashem to move 
from the Seat of Justice to 
the Seat of Mercy. From here, 
Hashem fights our battles 
against our prosecutors, such 
as Amalek. He removes them 
from His Presence so that they 
cannot tilt the scales against 
us. When Hashem sees how 
determined we are to become 
one with Him in perfect 
teshuvah, He accedes to our 
request. If we are deserving, 
we will be inscribed and sealed 
for life.
Our renewed relationship 
with Hakadosh Baruch Hu 
begins on Rosh Chodesh Elul. 

It gains momentum on Rosh 
Hashanah and reaches its peak 
on Yom Kippur. This day is 
so sanctified that Bnei Yisrael 
become united with Hashem on 
it. They are extremely elevated, 
dressed in white, and loudly 
proclaim, “Blessed be the 
Name of His glorious kingdom 
forever.” They literally reach 
the level of the angels on High 
(Devarim Rabbah 2:35).
Bnei Yisrael are so exalted on 
Yom Kippur, when the essence 
of the day itself atones, that 
they resemble Adam Harishon 
before his sin, when this world 
was similar to the World to 
Come. 
On the Yamim Nora’im, we 
gather the strands of teshuvah 
that we wove during the 
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On Yom Kippur, we are like 
angels. On Sukkot, we are 
accompanied by Hashem’s 
spirit, and He becomes our 
shadow. He infuses us with the 
holiness of His Names י-ה-ו-ה 

and א-דני. On Sukkot, one is 
capable of attaining such great 
heights from the sanctity of the 
ten sefirot that he can discern 
the All-encompassing Light 
beyond.
Sukkot is termed the “time of 
our rejoicing,” for there is no 
greater joy than basking in the 
Shadow of Hashem. The joy of 
Sukkot reaches its peak with 
the celebration of the Simchat 
Beit Hasho’evah, when 
Bnei Yisrael attained ruach 
hakodesh (Yalkut Shimoni, 
Tehillim 741). They were in 
such a state of utter joy that 

the Divine spirit was drawn 
upon them. The more 

immersed one is in 
the joy of sanctity, 

the greater 
spiritual heights 
he can reach. 
Eventually, 

the worlds of אבי“ע. The 
s’chach, made of bamboo 
or tree branches, covers the 
sukkah and is considered holy 
like an אילן קדוש (sacred tree). 
The word אילן (tree) has the 
gematria of ninety-one, just 
like the word סוכה (sukkah). 
The two Holy Names of
 also have this א-דני and י-ה-ו-ה
gematria, when combined. 
The word סבך (s’chach) has 
the gematria of one hundred, 
corresponding to the ten sefirot, 
which are each comprised of 
ten igulim, beginning with 
keter and ending with malchut. 

previous month of mercy and 
forgiveness and twist them into 
a thick rope of love binding 
us to Hashem. Hashem is so 
pleased with our repentance 
that He returns our love with 
a gesture of His own, gifting 
us the festival of Sukkot, 
the “Shadow of Faith” (see 
Zohar III, 103a). “Hashem is 
your shadow on your right” 
(Tehillim 121:5). The light that 
shone upon us on the Yamim 
Nora’im and connected us 
to Hashem continues to 
accompany us on Sukkot, 
when Hashem’s Shechinah is 
like a marriage canopy spread 
over us.
When one leaves his permanent 
house and enters the temporary 
dwelling of the sukkah, he 
unites with Hashem’s holy 
Names through the 
Seven Ushpizin. He 
also connects to 
the lights of 
the sefirot, 
which are 
contained 
w i t h i n 
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ת בחגם והיית אך שמח"
מח

וש
"

share with 
H a s h e m . 

This is 
reinforced by 

Torah study 
and mitzvah 

observance, as the 
Zohar (II, 90b) states, 

“Hakadosh Baruch Hu, 
Israel, and the Torah are one.”
Simchat Torah has a piercing 
message: One cannot maintain 
a strong connection to Hashem 
without including the Torah, 
which binds him to his Maker. 
If one excludes the Torah from 
his relationship with Hashem, 
the elevation achieved on the 
Yamim Nora’im will dissipate, 
and even the joy of the festival 
will be forgotten. Only the 
Torah has the power to sustain 
a person. During the season 
of the Yamim Nora’im, one’s 
teshuvah brings him close to 
Hashem, as we are instructed, 
“Return, Israel, unto Hashem, 
your G-d” (Hoshea 14:2). 
When one merits returning 
to Hashem wholeheartedly, 
Hashem comes toward him, 

he reaches 
the climax, 
which is 
the level 
of prophecy 
and Divine 
inspiration (see 
Shabbat 30b). 
One who expends 
great effort in coming closer 
to Hashem on the Yamim 
Nora’im is returned that love 
by being invited by Hashem 
into His palace. There, He 
takes him under His shade 
and connects him to His Holy 
Names, allowing him to bask 
in the protection offered by the 
influence of the sefirot. This 
effects a great change in the 
person. The close bonds forged 
between us and Hashem at this 
time cause our parting at the 
culmination of the festival to be 
difficult for Him. Thus, Hashem 
asks us to remain with Him for 
one more day – Shemini Atzeret 
(see Rashi, Bamidbar 29:36).
Chazal enacted that we rejoice 
with the Torah on Simchat 
Torah, which takes place 

on Shemini Atzeret in Eretz 
Yisrael. This is expressed 
by singing and dancing with 
the Torah (see Maharik 9). 
Am Yisrael have spent the 
past weeks in building and 
reinforcing their relationship 
with Hakadosh Baruch Hu. 
Feasting and merriment fall 
short of conveying the depth of 
this relationship. Only rejoicing 
with the Torah can demonstrate 
the deep connection they 



continue clinging to Him, 
through the joy of Torah, all 
year long.
On the Yamim Nora’im, 
Hashem connects to us 
through mercy and kindness, 
for we are deficient in Torah 
and mitzvot. He trusts that 
at least we will do teshuvah. 
After having attained such 
great measures of spirituality 
during these days, basking 
in His Shechinah, Hashem 
asks us to remain with Him 
one last day, continuing our 
connection with Him through 
Torah study.
These days are called “the 
time of our rejoicing,” as it 

as well. 
H o w e v e r , 
this is only on 
condition that 
he maintains 
this connection 
even after the 
Days of Judgment 
and Sukkot, when 
Hashem returns to His 
Throne on High. 
Simchat Torah comes at the 
end of this festive season to 
indicate that Hashem is now 
on His way back to the Upper 
Spheres. Nevertheless, we 
must remain connected to 
Him throughout the year. On 
Simchat Torah, all Jewish 
communities have the custom 
to dance with the Sifrei Torah. 
Through the joy generated 
on this day, we can draw the 
sanctity of Hashem’s shadow 
upon ourselves always. 
What a shame it would be, 
when Hashem returns to His 
place on High, to forfeit the 
greatness we have achieved. 
Dancing with the Torah 
demonstrates our desire to 
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says, “And 
you shall 
rejoice on 
your festival… 

and you shall 
be especially 

joyous” (Devarim 
16:14-15). The 

initials of the phrase 
*ש~מח  especially) *א~ך 

joyous) spell the word אש 
(fire). This is a reference to the 
fire of Torah. Our connection 
to the Torah is our greatest 
joy. We feel such ecstasy in 
our union with the Torah that 
all materialism falls to the 
wayside. Our sole interest 
revolves around the Torah. 
The last letters of the phrase 
שמ*ח~  spell the word א*ך~ 
 One should .(strength) כח
resolve to serve Hashem with 
all his strength and resources. 
The word אש, combined with 
the word כח, spell the word 
 One may .(I will forget) אשכח
never allow himself to forget 
the purpose of Sukkot. Let it 
not be a holiday of feasting 
alone. The purpose of this 
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to the festival, as it is difficult 
for Him to part from us.
Simchat Torah concludes the 
festival season. This indicates 
that our main connection 
with Hashem is through the 
Torah. If we wish to maintain 
our level of teshuvah, it is 
essential that we cleave to the 
Torah.
The initials of the term אך שמח 
(only happy) spell the word 
 an allusion to the fire of ,אש
the Torah. The last letters 
spell the word כח, teaching a 
person to serve Hashem with 
all his might. A combination 
of both these words produces 
the word אשכח. One should 
not forget the essence of these 

exalted days, when we 
can gain closeness 

to Hashem and 
reinforce our 

connection 
to His 
Torah.

to the ten igulim contained 
within each of the ten sefirot, 
beginning with keter and 
concluding with malchut.
Sukkot is called the "time of 
our rejoicing” due to the great 
joy one experiences when 
he basks in the protection 
of Hashem’s shadow. One 
gains increased levels of joy 
throughout Sukkot, until he 
reaches the climax of joy with 
the onset of Simchat Torah.
Simchat Torah is called 
Atzeret because this is the day 
Hashem has asked us to add 

festival is to gain greater 
understanding of the Torah 
and to internalize its message 
so that it remains with us 
throughout the year.

In Summary
Elul and the ensuing Yamim 
Nora’im are days of closeness 
with Hashem. During this 
time, “I am my Beloved’s and 
my Beloved is mine.” 
Since Hashem is especially 
close to us then, He wishes 
to extend this time frame to 
include the festival of Sukkot, 
when we take protection 
under the shadow of the 
Shechinah.
The s’chach is called אילן 
 The gematria of the .קדוש
words אילן and סוכה equal 
ninety-one. This is also the 
combined gematria of 
the Names י-ה-ו-ה and 
 סכך The word .א-דני
is numerically 
equivalent to 
one hundred, 
an allusion 

nnoott ffoorrrrggeeetttt  tthhhhe eeesssseeennn
eexxxaaalllltteeedd ddaaayyyyysss,

ccaann gggaaaiiiinn 
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reeeiinnnn
ccooo

ttt
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A profile of the 
tzaddikim from the 
distinguished Pinto 
family, who dedicated 
their lives to the 
proliferation of Torah 
and chessed in Am 
Yisrael, devoting their 
entire beings for the 
sake of others. They 
passed away during 
the Days of Mercy and 
Forgiveness and serve 
as an inspiration to 
us at this auspicious 
time when Am Yisrael 
intensify their prayers 
to be written and 
sealed in the Book of 
the Righteous.
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Rabbi Shlomo Pinto zya”a 
married the sister of Rabbi 
Khalifa Malka zt”l, from the 
city of Tetouan. Rabbi Khalifa 
was known to be very wealthy 
and after Rabbi Shlomo Pinto 
married his sister, the two 
became loyal business partners, 
enjoying much success in their 
endeavors. 
It is important to note that their 
great wealth did not blind them. 
The saying of the Chacham 
Rabbi Amnon of Mainz zt”l, “A 
man’s origin is from dust and 
his destiny is back to dust”, was 
constantly at the forefront of 
their minds and they devoted all 
their time to studying Torah and 
serving Hashem.
They entrusted most of their 
business transactions to the 
hands of loyal employees, who 
acted as their managers. Thus, 
the two brothers-in-law were 
free to sink into the depths 
of Torah with peace of mind. 
Occasionally, their learning 
sessions were interrupted by their 

Meanwhile, 
Rabbi Shlomo's son
awoke and began 
preparing for the 

Shacharit prayers. He 
went to the entrance hall 

where he had hung his 
jacket, but to his dismay, 
he could not find it. The 

young boy hurried to 
his father and told him, 
“Father, my jacket has 
disappeared! How will 
I be able to go to the 

Beit Hakeneset to pray 
Shacharit?”

The tzaddik and mekubal, Rabbi Shlomo Pinto zya”a, 
father of the esteemed Maran, tzaddik yesod olam, Rabbi Chaim Pinto zya”a

workers who came to receive 
guidance on urgent matters, but 
on completion of the matter, 
they immediately returned to the 
world of Torah.
Most of the day, the two tzaddikim 
spent wrapped in their tallit and 
tefillin, learning together. A large 
portion of their time was spent 
composing halachic rulings on 
various difficulties that were 
posed to them by individuals 
who sought to understand the 
correct halacha.
Rabbi Shlomo’s exemplary 

quality of humility is highlighted 
by the fact that he requested 
from his brother-in-law Rabbi 
Khalifa, not to sign his name 
together with Rabbi Khalifa, 
on their halachic responses that 
were sent to the Diaspora. This 
stemmed from the fact that 
Rabbi Shlomo considered his 
brother-in-law as an Angel of 
Hashem, exceedingly great and 
honorable and did not consider 
himself worthy of signing his 
name together with that of this 
lofty personality.
Their study sessions continued 
constantly, whether they were 
on land or at sea when traveling 
far from their homes for 
business purposes. Both of them 
owned ships that transported 
merchandise between Morocco 
and Spain and also Portugal. 
Eventually, Rabbi Shlomo Pinto 
took his family and followed his 
brother-in-law who had moved 
to the city of Agadir. However, 
in Agadir, he met with tragedy, 
Rabbi Shlomo’s young wife 
passed away, leaving them 
without children.
This tragedy caused Rabbi 
Shlomo to leave Agadir. He 
travelled around, eventually 
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The gravesite of the esteemed 
tzaddik and miracle worker

Rabbi Chaim Pinto zya"a
Mogador – Morocco

The esteemed Admor, 
Moreinu v'Rabbeinu shlita

at the gravesite of the tzaddik 
Rabbi Yehuda Pinto zya"a
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arriving in Marrakesh, where he 
married his second wife, from 
the Benbenisti family. After 
his marriage, Rabbi Shlomo 
returned to Agadir where with 
Hashem’s help the entire house 
was illuminated with joy at the 
birth of a son, who was named 
Chaim. He eventually became 
the famous gaon and mekubal, 
the tzaddik Rabbi Chaim Pinto, 
zy”a.
The tzaddik and mekubal, Rabbi 
Shlomo Pinto zya”a, had ten 
sons who all studied in yeshivot, 
devoting themselves to Torah 
day and night.
One evening, one of Rabbi 
Shlomo’s sons returned from 
yeshiva and hung his jacket in 
the entrance hall of his home. 
At that moment, a poor man 
entered their house. He was so 
destitute that he did not even 
have the means to provide his 
children with food. He grabbed 
the jacket of the Rav’s son and 
left the house. He sold the jacket 
and with the money bought food 
for his family’s dinner. 
At midnight, the man began 
feeling excruciating pains in his 
abdomen and even after taking 
painkillers, his suffering did not 
let up. His wife, observing his 
intense pain, tried to solve the 

mystery. “Please, tell me,” she 
asked her husband, “Did you 
commit any transgression today 
which may have caused you 
such suffering?”
“Yes,” he admitted guiltily. “I 
stole a jacket from Rav Pinto’s 
house, which belongs to his son, 
I then sold it to acquire some 
money to buy food.”
Upon hearing this, his wife 
understood the source of her 
husband’s tormenting pain. With 
the first rays of dawn, she rose 
and took one of her possessions. 
She ran quickly to the person 
who had purchased the jacket 
from her husband and gave him 
the object in exchange for the 
jacket of the Rav’s son.
Meanwhile, Rabbi Shlomo’s son 
awoke and began preparing for 
the Shacharit prayers. He went 
to the entrance hall where he 
had hung his jacket, but to his 
dismay, he could not find it. The 
young boy hurried to his father 
and told him, “Father, my jacket 
has disappeared! How will I be 
able to go to the Beit Hakeneset 
to pray Shacharit?”
“Don’t worry, my child. Whoever 
took your jacket will return it 
shortly,” his father answered 
him.
As they were talking, they heard 
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knocking on their door. On the 
doorstep stood the wife of the 
pauper, holding the jacket in 
her hand. She began to beseech 
the Rav, crying, “The honorable 
Rav is aware that my husband 
is very poor; he stole the jacket. 
However, now he is lying in 
bed, writhing in pain. Please, 

honorable Rav, pray for him to 
be healed.”
“Go home, your husband is 
already cured,” Rabbi Shlomo 
informed her.
The woman returned home and 
to her amazement, saw that her 
husband’s pain had subsided 
after she had given back the 

stolen article and begged the 
tzaddik’s forgiveness.
When his oldest son Chaim was 
merely twelve years old, Rabbi 
Shlomo departed to the Heavenly 
Yeshiva, on the first day of the 
month of the redemption, in 
Nissan, may his merit protect us, 
Amen.

#More than three hundred and 
twenty years have passed since 
this ner ma’aravi was taken from 
us and returned to the Upper 
Worlds, the light of the tzaddik 
and mekubal, the esteemed and 
holy Rabbi Chaim Pinto Hagadol 
zya”a. The aura that surrounded 
the tzaddik in his lifetime, from 
the power of his Torah and the 
potency of his holiness, was 
felt through his blessings that 
flowed from his pure mouth, 
which brought about miracles 
and salvation for many, as in the 
concept, “A righteous person 
decrees and Hashem fulfills”.
The power of this promise is 
still effective today. There are 
numerous stories told of great 
salvation that people merit 
nowadays, after 

beseeching the Creator in the 
merit of the tzaddik and miracle 
worker, the esteemed Maran 
Rabbi Chaim Pinto zya”a, and in 
the merit of his holy children and 
descendants.

Leading the Congregation

Already in his youth, Rabbi 
Chaim dedicated himself to a life 
of Torah and holiness which he 
absorbed from his holy parents 
and ancestors zya”a. His fame 
spread, traversing borders and 
deserts, oceans and continents.
The name of the tzaddik Rabbi 
Chaim Hagadol was lauded 
throughout the land and he 
became famous among the Jews 
of Morocco. The native Arabs 
also greatly respected 

The Esteemed Rabbi Chaim Pinto Hagadol zya”a

The tzaddik 
Rabbi Chaim nodded 
his head in silence 
and gazed at Rabbi 
Aharon, consumed 
with holy thoughts. 
“Blessed are you, my 
son," he addressed 

him. "Blessed are you 
Rabbi Aharon, that 

you merited hearing 
the voice of Eliyahu 
Hanavi. His was the 

second voice that you 
heard last night." 
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him and considered him a holy 
miracle worker.
His good name reached far and 
wide, even beyond the borders 
of Morocco, to Europe and the 
Middle East. Many times he 
would receive requests from 
Jews from far off countries, 
beseeching him to pray for them 
and help them merit salvation 
and annul harsh decrees.
The doors of his home were open 
throughout the day to all, rich or 
poor, prominent or simple. He 
would make an effort to assist 
each person who turned to him, 
as a father caring for his son.
When his esteemed teacher and 
mentor Rabbi Yaakov Bibas zt”l 
passed away, the members of the 
community turned to Rabbi Chaim 
Hagadol and asked him to fill 
this position as Rav of Mogador. 
At first, Rabbi Chaim refused 
due to his immense humility. 
However, since the leaders of 
the community insisted, Rabbi 
Chaim agreed to fill the position 
of his holy mentor. He took upon 
himself to bear the burden of the 
people in all matters, communal 
and individual. 
Close to midnight, Rabbi Chaim 
Hagadol would strengthen 
himself as a lion and begin his 
evening schedule of studying 
Torah and 
a v o d a t 
Hashem.

At that hour, his attendant Rabbi 
Aharon ibn-Chaim would fulfill 
his holy duty of brewing a hot 
drink for the Rav.
One night, this attendant heard 
two voices coming from the 
study of Rabbi Chaim. Rabbi 
Aharon thought to himself, 
“If the Rav has a chavruta in 
learning Torah tonight, I should 
also prepare a hot drink for the 
guest.”
Acting upon his noble intentions, 
he sent in two cups of hot drinks 
to the Rav.
Upon daybreak, following the 
Shacharit prayers, Rabbi Chaim 
called his attendant, Rabbi 
Aharon, and said to him in 
surprise, “Tell me, please, why 
did you bring me two hot drinks 
instead of one as usual?”
“I heard that the Rav was 
speaking with someone else, and 
I decided to honor the guest with 
a hot drink as well.”
The tzaddik Rabbi Chaim nodded 
his head in silence and gazed at 
Rabbi Aharon, consumed with 
holy thoughts. “Blessed are you, 
my son,” he addressed him. 
“Blessed are you Rabbi Aharon, 
that you merited hearing the 
voice of Eliyahu Hanavi. His 
was the second voice that you 
heard last night.” 

“However,” he continued, ““I 
forbid you to reveal this secret to 
anyone.”
Rabbi Aharon honored his Rav’s 
wishes for many years and 
kept the secret concealed in his 
heart, despite his strong desire 
to publicize the greatness of 
the tzaddik who merited seeing 
Eliyahu Hanavi and learning 
together with him every night.
When the time came for Rabbi 
Chaim to depart from the world, 
Rabbi Aharon felt that he could 
finally disclose this amazing 
secret to Rav’s followers. He told 
them how Eliyahu Hanavi had 
come to learn as a chavruta with 
Rabbi Chaim Hagadol, and how 
only because of the tzaddik’s 
decree, he had refrained from 
publicizing this fact until now. 
(Shevach Chaim)
Another similar story: 
Many people would frequent the 
house of Rabbi Chaim Hagadol, 
seeking advice in different 
matters regarding the religious 
community of Mogador. Among 
those who came to his house one 
day was Rabbi Makhluf Loyb 
(also known as Rav Lissa). He 
was summoned to Rabbi Chaim’s 
house on an urgent matter. 
The incident took place late at 
night. Rabbi Makhluf knew how 

to reach Rabbi 
Chaim’s study 
by the telltale 
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candle that burned in his room. 
Upon entering the study, he 
saw two men. One was Rabbi 
Chaim, his face aflame, shining 
with a brilliant light. The other 
was an unfamiliar figure, who 
resembled an angel. 
Rabbi Makhluf felt his knees 
buckling under, and terror 
gripped him. He turned on his 
heels and fled.
The next morning, when he met 
Rabbi Chaim Hagadol, he told 
him, “Blessed are you, Rabbi 
Makhluf, that you merited seeing 
the countenance of Eliyahu 
Hanavi, of blessed memory.”
Rabbi Makhluf was overjoyed, 
but his heart pounded with fear. 
Perhaps he would be punished 
for gazing at the countenance of 
Eliyahu Hanavi? He beseeched 
Rabbi Chaim to pray for him that 
he should not die before his time.
Rabbi Chaim promised to do so. 
He begged mercy from Hashem 
that Rabbi Makhluf should not 
die young. His prayers were 
accepted on High, and Rabbi 
Makhluf lived a long life, 
passing away at the ripe old age 
of one hundred and ten. 
This incident was recorded by 
Rabbi Makhluf himself in the 
siddur from which he prayed. 
His sons and grandsons, who 
were close to the 
d i s t i n g u i s h e d 
Pinto family, 

publicized the story (Mekor 
Hachaim).

The Value of Z’chut Avot

Moreinu v’Rabbeinu Hagaon 
Hatzaddik Rabbi David 
Chananya Pinto shlita, is a holy 
descendant of the golden chain of 
the Pinto family, with his lineage 
extending back to the noble 
Rabbeinu Chaim Pinto Hagadol 

zya”a. At every opportunity 
Rabbi David shlita mentions the 
great miracles awaiting those 
who are in need of salvation, 
that can be accessed in the merit 
of their family and its scholars. 
He says that every single family 
member has z’chut avot, and 
by mentioning the merit of the 
tzaddikim, they intercede for the 
one who prays for salvation.
The great tzaddik, Rabbi Yosef 
Benvenisti zt”l, from the holy 
city of Yerushalayim, scion of 
the gaon who authored the sefer 
‘Knesset Hagedolah’, traveled 
to Morocco several times as 
a messenger of the ‘Kollel 
HaSefardim’ in Yerushalayim, 
in order to collect charity from 
the Jews of Morocco to be 
distributed to the Torah scholars. 
While in Morocco, he was 
particular to pray each day at the 
grave of Rabbi Chaim Hagadol. 
Moreover, when he returned to 
Yerushalayim, he would send a 
sum of money for charity every 
month to his grandson who lived 
in Morocco, asking him to pray 
for his welfare at the grave of 
Rabbi Chaim Pinto. He continued 
to do so until the end of his life. 
Once, several Yerushalmi 
people asked Rabbi Yosef why 
he troubled himself so much 

to honor the 
memory of 
Rabbi Chaim 

Every Friday, 
Rabbi Chaim would 
go and collect food 
from people so that 
he could distribute 
it among the poor 

in honor of Shabbat 
Kodesh. He would 
not collect money 
on Fridays, since 

he knew that time 
was limited, and the 
poor would not have 

sufficient time 
to buy provisions

 for Shabbat. 
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Pinto zya”a. What was the reason 
for his behavior?
Rabbi Yosef zt”l answered, 
“Only one who possesses zechut 
avot appreciates its enormous 
value. Since I have zechut avot, 
I recognize its great worth. 
Therefore, I send money as 
a pidyon in order that people 
should pray for me by the grave 
of Rabbi Chaim Pinto zya”a.” 
(Shenot Chaim).

Chazal teach us, “Tzaddikim 
are greater in their death 
than during their lifetime” 
and every single year we are 
witness to exceptional miracles 
and wonders and numerous 
salvations which are experienced 
by our people who are “believers, 
sons of believers”. They visit 
the gravesite of the tzaddik in 
Morocco and pray to Hashem 
that the merit of the tzaddik 

zya”a should stand in their stead 
and bring them relief from every 
affliction and adversity, from 
every suffering and illness.
The Sifrei Chassidus extoll 
the great power of recounting 
stories of wonders and miracles 
performed by tzaddikim which 
teach the power of faith in the 
Creator of the World and in His 
talmidei chachamim, through 
whom we merit eternal salvation.

The Esteemed Maran Rabbi Chaim Pinto Hakatan zya"a

The Pillar of Kindness

#One of the giant spirits, a 
descendant of the distinguished 
Pinto dynasty who lived in 
Morocco, was the tzaddik and 
miracle worker, the esteemed 
Maran Rabbi Chaim Pinto 
Hakatan zya”a. The tzaddik 
Rabbi Chaim zya”a earned 
bringing merit to the public 
both spiritually and materially, 
through returning the hearts of 
Yisrael to their Father in Heaven, 
during his lifetime and even after 
he had passed away.
When describing the personage 
of the tzaddik Rabbi Chaim 

Pinto zya”a, we will focus on 

the tzaddik’s charitable deeds, 
which is only one aspect of the 
entirety of his good deeds and 
exemplary righteousness with 
which he lit up the Diaspora. 
Thousands of people benefitted 
from the charitable activities of 
the tzaddik Rabbi Chaim Pinto 
Hakatan zya”a. Whether in the 
course of donating charity or 
being on the receiving end of 
his charity. Rabbi Chaim zya”a 
vigorously engaged in gemilut 
chassadim, one of the pillars that 
support the world.
Without a doubt, Rabbi 
Chaim personified “bestowing 
beneficent kindness upon 

His people”. He 

“I wash 
the kerchief from 
the klippot and 

contamination of 
this world. The 

greatest filth in this 
world is money. 
Therefore, after 
distributing the 

funds for tzedakah, 
I wash the kerchief.”
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 The gravesite of the tzaddik
and miracle worker

Rabbi Chaim Pinto Hakatan zya"a

Ligh�ng candles
at the holy gravesite 

invested great efforts to increase 
the income of the poor and needy 
of his city. His daily schedule 
began after the Shacharit prayers, 
when he would visit the grave of 
his grandfather, the tzaddik and 
mekubal Rabbi Chaim Hagadol 
zya”a, in the old cemetery. He 
would always mention his name 
while blessing people, saying, 
“The merit of my honorable, 
holy grandfather should 
protect you.”
Afterward, he would go to the 
new cemetery and prostrate 
himself over the grave of his 
father, the holy tzaddik Rabbi 
Yehuda (Hadan) zya”a. Then, 
he would return to the town and 
set out in the direction of the 
stores, to purchase the necessary 
provisions for the poor.
He would instruct his attendant 
to visit a needy widow or 
underprivileged family, to 
deliver the food. For some, he 
would instruct his attendant to 
deliver meat and pastries, and to 
others, fruits and vegetables. In 
this way the attendant shared in 
the mitzvah of distributing food 
among the needy, preventing 
the poor people of the city from 
starving.
R’ Itzchak Abisror relates that 
Rabbi Chaim Hakatan called 
him several times to accompany 
him on his rounds of collecting 
money from the people of the 

city and distributing the charity 
among the poor. Not everyone 
merited accompanying Rabbi 
Chaim when he collected money 
since it was a special privilege. 
However, R’ Itzchak was chosen 
for the mission. 
Every Friday, Rabbi Chaim 
would go and collect food from 
people so that he could distribute 
it among the poor in honor of 
Shabbat Kodesh. He would not 
collect money on Fridays, since 
he knew that time was limited, 
and the poor would not have 
sufficient time to buy provisions 
for Shabbat. Conversely, on 
other days, he would collect 
money and distribute it to the 
poor.
The impressive image and 
shining countenance of 
the tzaddik made a lasting 
impression on each and every 
Jew who visited Mogador. 
Rabbi Chaim Hakatan would sit 
at the gates of the city and wait 
for guests arriving from other 
cities, in order to grant them the 
opportunity of sharing in the 
mitzvah of tzedakah.
There were also those who 
actively searched for Rabbi 
Chaim, passing in front of him 
intentionally, in order that he 
should request of them to donate 
a specific sum of money for 
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“Give me the seventy-five rial 
that you pledged in honor of my 
grandfather the tzaddik Rabbi 
Chaim,” the tzaddik demanded.
Refael Lalush took out of his 
pocket the entire sum and happily 
gave it to Rabbi Chaim. When the 
group left, R’ Yehuda Ben Ezer 
asked Rabbi Chaim if he could 
give him a small amount from 
the money that he had received. 
Rabbi Chaim told him, “I hereby 
bless you that you shall receive 
today more than I did.” The 
blessing was fulfilled. R’ Yehuda 
miraculously discovered a large 
sum of money in his horses’ 
stable.
R’ Yehuda Ben Ezer lived a long 
life, and he was honored by all 
the people of his city until his last 
day, just as the Rav had blessed 
him (Shenot Chaim).

Money - the Greatest
Filth in this World

Rabbi Chaim Hakatan zya”a 
used to bundle the money 
he collected for charitable 
purposes in a handkerchief that 
was specifically designated for 
this mitzvah. After the stars 
came out, even before Rabbi 
Chaim began to learn Torah, 
he would ritually wash the 

kerchief that 
held the money.

from his holy mouth and from 
the depths of his pure heart.

More than I Received

Because of his responsibility 
in shouldering the tremendous 
expenses incurred by providing 
for the poor, Rabbi Chaim 
Hakatan suffered a financial 
crisis. What did the tzaddik do?
He went to prostrate himself 
over the grave of his grandfather, 
Rabbi Chaim Hagadol. Rabbi 
Chaim Hakatan took his 
attendant, R’ Yehuda Ben Ezer, 
with him. When they finished 
praying at the grave, the Rav said 
to R’ Yehuda, “Let us set out to 
the city of Safi.”
On the way, they noticed a group 
of people approaching. The Rav 
turned to R’ Yehuda and asked 
him if he saw the group. He 
answered in the affirmative, but 
was not sure if it was a group of 
Jews or not. The Rav told him, 
“It is a group of Jews, and one 
of them is bringing me a sum of 
seventy-five rial (old Moroccan 
currency).”
When the group came closer, 
Rabbi Chaim approached them 
and asked, “Who is Refael 
Lalush?”
“I am,” answered one of the men. 

tzedakah. They believed that if 
they would fulfill the request of 
Rabbi Chaim Pinto, they would 
meet success and thereafter 
experience good fortune in all 
their endeavors. 
It was a known fact among the 
Moroccan Jews that if Rabbi 
Chaim would bless them for 
their donation, everything 
would go well for them that 
day. Furthermore, they would 
see wondrous miracles in the 
coming week. 

Complete Joy

During the chagim, and 
especially before Pesach, when 
expenses are greater than usual, 
Rabbi Chaim did not hesitate to 
burden the wealthy people with 
supporting the impoverished. 
Prior to Pesach, Rabbi Chaim 
Pinto would go from house to 
house, asking everyone to open 
their hearts and pockets to give 
charity and gladden the hearts 
of the poor people, widows, 
and orphans for the upcoming 
chag. In this way, they could 
also rejoice during the festival, 
and the happiness of Am 
Yisrael would be complete.  
Anyone who donated money 
for charity merited the blessings 
of the tzaddik, 
which flowed 
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When questioned about this 
custom, the tzaddik explained:
“I wash the kerchief from the 
klippot and contamination 
of this world. The greatest 
filth in this world is money. 
Therefore, after distributing 
the funds for tzedakah, I wash 
the kerchief.”
This account of Rabbi Chaim 
zya”a washing the kerchief, 
was well known among all 
the Moroccan Jews.
Another story about Rabbi 
Chaim’s charity:
One night, Rabbi Chaim 
Hakatan could not fall asleep. 
He immediately rose from his 
bed and approached his wife, 
asking her, “Did you perhaps 
take some of the money that I 
collected?”
“Yes,” answered his righteous 
wife. “I took some money in 
order to purchase provisions 
in honor of Shabbat.”
Rabbi Chaim explained to her 
in no uncertain terms that he 
was not pleased. 
He told her, “Since you took 
money that was sanctified for 
the poor, a foul odor of this 
world entered our home and 
I could not sleep because of 
it.”
The tzaddik quickly took the 
money and set it 
aside for the poor.

great powers that a tzaddik 
possesses, even after he dies.” 
Furthermore, Chazal say that 
whoever discusses stories of 
tzaddikim is considered as if 
he delved in the lofty Ma’aseh 
Merkavah.”
Moreinu v’Rabbeinu enjoyed 
hearing the following story first 
hand from R’ David: 
Approximately thirty years 
ago, R’ David Loyb began to 
experience terrible pain, which 
later proved to be symptoms of 
cancer. His condition steadily 
worsened, until he had to 
leave Mogador and travel to 
Casablanca, where a French 
specialist, Professor Buton, 
treated him.
When he arrived in Casablanca, 
he went through a series 
of tests and was informed 
that unfortunately, he had a 
malignant growth. Furthermore, 
he was told that the operation 
necessary to remove the growth 
was very complicated and 
dangerous.
R’ Loyb began to tremble in 
fear. Worry filled his heart. 
“What will be? Will I recover 
from this illness?” 
The doctor sensed R’ Loyb’s 
anxiety and told him, “We will 
not be able to operate on you 

like this. You 

The Tzaddik Performed
the Surgery 

How great is the power of 
tzaddikim whose good deeds 
and undertakings leave a lasting 
impression even after they pass 
away. Numerous miracles are 
attributed to the miracle worker 
and in his honor we will mention 
here just one out of many, an 
amazing incident that occurred 
to R’ David Loyb, in the merit of 
the tzaddik Rabbi Chaim Pinto 
zya”a.
While still young, R’ Loyb lived 
in Mogador in the proximity of 
Rabbi Chaim Hakatan, who lived 
in the house that had belonged to 
his grandfather, Rabbi Chaim 
Pinto Hagadol. He merited 
praying in the Beit Hakeneset 
with the tzaddik, basking in 
his greatness and occasionally 
serving him. 
He relates with emotion, “It’s a 
shame that I don’t know anyone 
who could record for posterity 
all the many wondrous miracles 
that I experienced in the merit 
of the tzaddik. I would love to 
transmit them while I am still 
alive. It would be a pity if Am 
Yisrael would not merit hearing 
these stories, through which 
people are able to realize the 
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must be more relaxed before 
undergoing surgery.”
However, this remark did not 
help calm him at all. 
That day, R’ Loyb was 
hospitalized in Professor Buton’s 
ward, in order to prepare him for 
the operation, which would take 
place the following day. At night, 
the tzaddik Rabbi Chaim Pinto 
Hakatan appeared to him in a 
dream. R’ Loyb saw the shining 
countenance of the tzaddik 
facing him, his head wrapped in 
a white tallit. 
Rabbi Chaim took his tallit and 
placed it around R’ Loyb, and 
then smiled to him and said, “My 
son, I am Rabbi Chaim Pinto. Do 
not fear. Tomorrow I will stand 
alongside the doctor when he 
operates. The surgery will take 
an hour and a quarter, and it will 
be a success. You will be well 
and live long.”
R’ Loyb woke up and realized 
that it was a dream. A pleasant 
feeling spread over him as he 
recalled the encouraging words 
of the tzaddik. He calmed down, 
and slowly his fears evaporated 
entirely. 
In the morning, Professor Buton 
entered his room to check the 
results of the most current 
tests, and to see if he was less 
anxious. To his 
surprise, he saw 
that R’ Loyb 
was entirely 
relaxed as if 

the operation had already been 
performed with success. 
“Mr. Loyb,” Professor Buton 
said to him, “what happened that 
you are so relaxed and calm?”
R’ Loyb explained to him, “I am 
from Mogador. In that city, some 
years ago, there was a tzaddik, 
who abided by Hashem’s will. He 
was like an angel from Heaven, 
a wise, virtuous, and honorable 
Rabbi, called Rabbi Chaim Pinto. 
He was a wondrous miracle 

worker. This tzaddik appeared 
to me last night in a dream and 
told me that I can relax since the 
operation will be successful and 
will not last longer than an hour 
and a quarter.”
The professor frowned and 
said, “Mr. Loyb, what are you 
talking about? This is a very 
complicated operation, which 
takes a minimum of three hours. 
It is not a simple procedure at 
all.”
The professor’s argument did not 
shake R’ Loyb’s confidence, and 
he remained calm and relaxed. In 
this way, he was able to undergo 
surgery. 
The surgery indeed went well, 
in the merit of the tzaddik 
Rabbi Chaim Pinto. When R’ 
Loyb recovered, he opened his 
eyes and saw Professor Buton 
standing beside him. His face 
was wreathed in smiles. R’ 
Loyb waited to hear the doctor’s 
report. It did not take long in 
coming:
“Mr. Loyb, the operation 
succeeded beyond our 
expectations. However, I do 
not think that I am the one who 
performed it. The operation did 
take only an hour and a quarter, 
something which is impossible to 
imagine. I think that your tzaddik 

is the one who 
helped me, and 
he is the one 
who operated on 
you…”       
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#The light of the tzaddik and 
miracle worker, Rabbi Moshe 
Ahron zya”a, the precious son 
of the holy tzaddik Rabbi Chaim 
Pinto Hakatan zya”a, emerged 
in the year 5672, in a most 
holy and pure house. He was a 
descendant of the chain of holy 
and pure talmidei chachamim, 
who performed miracles and 
wonders for Am Yisrael with the 
magnificence of their holiness 
and purity.
In honor of the occasion of the 
hilula which falls on the fifth of 
Elul, we present a selection of 
episodes from the glorious life 
of the tzaddik zya”a. We will 
take you on a journey following 
the path of his life and marvel in 
awe at his conduct and refined 
middot. We will take advantage 
of this opportunity and glean 
practical lessons for our own 
conduct, thereby clinging to 
the ways of our ancestors and 
following in their footsteps.
Already in his youth, Rabbi 
Moshe Aharon conducted 
himself with the utmost holiness 
and abstention which he merited 
by absorbing them from his 
father’s house, 
the holy Rabbi 
Chaim zya”a. 
Rabbi Moshe 
Aharon zya”a 

The Gaon and Tzaddik, 
the Miracle Worker Rabbi Moshe Aharon Pinto zya”a

Rabbi Moshe Aharon was 
especially famous in the merit of 
his sincere avodat Hashem and 
for the extraordinary fact that 
took upon himself to seclude 
himself in one room for forty 
years, at the behest of his father, 
Rabbi Chaim, zya”a.
During these years of isolation, 
he delved into Torah with 
unfathomable diligence. There, 
ensconced in the four walls of his 
small room, he elevated himself 
in holiness and purity without 
any connection to the outside 
world and without submitting 
himself to his physical needs and 
material wants. His sole desire 
was to advance in his service of 
Hashem.

Two Witnesses

Readers are certainly lifting an 
eyebrow and speculating:
Could it really be? Is a human 
being capable of showing such 
restraint and suppressing his 
physical needs, remaining in 
seclusion for a period of forty 
years?!
Rabbi Eliyahu Sitbon n”y, once 
told Moreinu v’Rabbeinu Rabbi 

imbibed most of his chinuch and 
Torah from his father and from 
the Gaon Rabbi Yosef Ben Attar 
zt”l, who was an exceptional 
talmid chacham.

Beloved ‘Above’ and 
Pleasing ‘Below’

His attribute of humility and 
modesty was one of the precious 
jewels in his crown of middot. 
His illustrious lineage added to 
his qualities which shone like a 
sparkling diamond in the crown 
of the distinguished Pinto family. 
Son after son, generation after 
generation, these men of faith, 
pious chassidim and miracle 
workers, lit up their generation 
with the light of the Holy Torah.
Rabbi Moshe Aharon Pinto 
zya”a, with his awe-inspiring 
personality, personified the 
image of a holy and pure Jew, 
dedicated to the service of 
Hashem and devoted to his 
Creator. He was למעלה  ’אהוב 
 beloved ‘Above’ and) ונחמד למטה‘
pleasing ‘below’), the acronym 
of which spells ‘אלול’, the month 
in which he was taken to the 
Yeshiva shel Ma’alah.
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European style which had 
started seeping in to Morocco, 
and all the Moroccan Jews 
now dressed in this manner, the 
tzaddik debated whether it was 
right to continue upholding his 
fathers’ custom. Perhaps it was 
not fitting to stand out and be 
conspicuous among the Jewish 
community?! After some time, 
he noticed that there was a 
difference between the European 
dress of the talmidei chachamim 
and that of the general Jewish 
population. The respectable 
attire of the Rabbanim included 
a hat and short jacket, so Rabbi 
Moshe Ahron too bought a hat 
and jacket for himself and this is 
how he dressed for many years.
Many years later, when his 
fame spread throughout the 
Jewish communities, his son, 
Moreinu v’Rabbeinu Rabbi 
David Chananya Pinto shlita, 
begged him, for the sake of the 
honor of Torah, to purchase 
a long overcoat “chaluka 
d’rabbanan’, as was the custom 
of the Rabbanim. With his great 
humility, he conceded to his dear 
son’s request. Once he became 
accustomed to his new garment, 
he maintained that wearing a 
black coat lends a feeling of 
humility and lowliness and 
helps increase yirat shamyim!
Rabbi Moshe Aharon Pinto 
zya”a, showed enormous 
respect and appreciation for the 
Sages. This was manifested on 
the hilula of the holy Tana’im, 
Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai and 

David Chananya Pinto shlita 
(son of Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
Pinto zya”a) that a certain Jew, 
an outstanding talmid chacham, 
told him that he heard about 
the exceptional customs of the 
tzaddik Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
Pinto zya”a, and of the many 
miracles that were attributed to 
him. Rabbi Eliyahu asked him: 
“Are you aware that this sublime 
tzaddik secluded himself in his 
home for forty years, never 
leaving his home?!”
The talmid chacham found 
this hard to believe. Certainly, 
this was impossible. How can 
the human mind fathom not 
stepping out of one’s home for 
so many years?!
Sometime later, Rabbi Eliyahu 
Sitbon once again met up 
with this talmid chacham. 
Suddenly an elderly Jew 
came up to them, and a lively 
conversation ensued. During 
the conversation he innocently 
remarked:
“While in Morocco I was 
familiar with a great tzaddik 
who did not leave his home for 
forty years. I remember that 
when he left his hometown 
Essaouira (Mogador) in order 
to settle in Casablanca, tens 
of people surrounded him and 
covered him with blankets so 
that he would not see the street 
and the light of the sun.”
The talmid chacham, who was 
now hearing confirmation of the 
facts from a first-hand witness, 
was extremely impressed. He 

turned to Rabbi Eliyahu Sitbon 
and said with emotion:
“According to two witnesses…
shall a matter be confirmed”

Fortunate is the One 
Who Toils in Torah

The Torah diligence of the 
tzaddik Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
zya”a who sat and toiled in the 
holy Torah for many hours at a 
time without interruption, was 
manifest by the fact that he 
would only launder his clothes 
once a week, every Friday in 
honor of Shabbat.
As soon as his shirt was washed 
and while it was still wet, the 
tzaddik Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
zya”a would put it back on, and 
in no time the shirt was already 
dry from the great heat that his 
body generated due to the great 
physical and spiritual effort 
that the tzaddik expended in his 
Torah learning.

The Rabbinical Cloak

At the end of his forty years of 
seclusion, Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
zya”a left his home and rejoined 
the rest of the world.
When he went out to the streets, 
he started to entertain doubts 
about the appropriate way for 
him to dress. Rabbi Moshe 
Aharon zya”a used to wear a 
jellabiya (long white garment), 
as was the custom of his holy 
ancestors, but since he noticed 
that the mode of dress had 
changed due to the modern 
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Rabbi Meir Ba’al HaNess 
zya”a, as well as on the hilula 
of his holy ancestors Rabbi 
Chaim Pinto Hagadol and Rabbi 
Chaim Pinto Hakatan zya”a, all 
of which he celebrated with 
a festive meal. During the 
celebration he would inspire 
the participants with faith and 
yirat shamayim, with stories 
of tzaddikim and the miracles 
that they performed, thereby 
instilling in them a spirit of 
holiness and purity.
The tzaddik Rabbi Moshe 
Aharon Pinto zya”a regarded 
the merit of his holy ancestors 
as a significant spiritual asset. 
This merit had a direct effect 
on the power of his blessings, 
which he dispensed to all those 
who came to seek his presence. 
His blessings would always 
contain the refrain: “In the merit 
of the holiness of my righteous 
ancestors”.
In light of this belief, Rabbi 
Moshe Aharon zya”a wrote of 
a special segulah in one of his 
sefarim:
Anyone who places the sefer 
“Shenot Chaim” (describing 
his holy ancestors, their holy 
conduct and miracles they 
performed) in his house, will 
be protected and will succeed 
in all their ways and endeavors, 
in accordance with the concept 
“but the righteous person shall 
live through his faith”.
The sefer “Shenot Chaim” 
demonstrates the power of 
tzaddikim, both in their lifetime 

and after their passing. As 
Chazal say, “The righteous 
are greater in their death than 
during their lifetime.”
Rabbi Moshe Aharon zya”a lit 
many candles l’iluy nishmat the 
tzaddikim such as Rabbi Chaim 
Pinto zya”a, Rabbi Shimon 
bar Yochai, Rabbi Nissim 
ben Nissim, Rabbi Meir ba’al 
HaNess and Rabbi Chananya 
HaKohen. For these tzaddikim, 
he always made sure to use 
pure olive oil. In honor of other 
tzaddikim, among them Rabbi 
David ben Baruch HaKohen 
zt”l, he would light a wax 
candle. He would light these 
nerot neshama in his father’s 
house in Essaouira (Mogador), 
as well as in the Beit Haknesset.
One morning, as he was lighting 
the candles in honor of the 
tzaddikim, some of the wax 
from the candle of Rabbi David 
ben Baruch HaKohen dripped 
on his suit.
Rabbi Moshe Aharon’s young 
son commented, “Perhaps this 
happened because all the other 
candles were lit with olive oil, 
whereas the candle in honor of 
Rabbi David Ben Baruch was 
lit only with wax. But now that 
your suit was stained, still today 

you will receive a new suit.”
Later the same day, Rabbi 
Moshe Aharon zya”a was 
learning in his room when 
suddenly a messenger entered 
bringing him a new suit, sent by 
Victor Barami, a philanthropist 
who performed many charitable 
deeds. Fortunate is he and 
fortunate is his lot.
When his son returned from 
his studies he asked his father: 
“Did you get the new suit as I 
told you?” Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
answered him: “Yes, my son, 
today I received a new suit, just 
as you said would happen!” 
Rabbi Moshe wondered how 
this new suit arrived just at the 
right moment. How great are 
the deeds of the tzaddikim that 
endow them with the power 
to experience miracles and 
wonders. (Shenot Chaim)

That Month They 
Experienced Salvation

In 1978 (5738), three years 
before the onset of Rabbi 
Moshe Aharon’s fatal illness, he 
travelled from Eretz Yisrael, with 
his son Rabbi David, shlita, to 
visit several countries, including 
France, Morocco, England and 
America. 
This was the first time that 
Rabbi Moshe Aharon was 
leaving Eretz Yisrael to travel to 
Morocco and Rabbi David was 
concerned about the trip. He felt 
a huge responsibility to guard his 
father’s health since he suffered 
from diabetes. With Hashem’s 
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help and after many prayers for 
the success of the trip, Rabbi 
David escorted his father on 
his travels, for a period of two 
months.
While in Morocco, Rabbi 
David related, he overheard all 
the problems that people came 
to discuss with his father. He 
noticed how his father was just 
as attentive to the downtrodden 
and poor as he was to the 
affluent people. He would 
encourage each person lovingly, 
infusing him with faith, telling 
him he had nothing to fear and 
everything would turn out well. 
Non-Jews also thronged to the 
tzaddik to receive his blessings 
and advice. Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
would preface his blessings with 
the prayer, “In the merit of my 
holy forefathers, may Hashem’s 
Name be sanctified also before 
these gentiles.” Then he would 
bless them and tell them not to 
worry, promising them that their 
requests would be fulfilled.
The following year, Rabbi 
Moshe Aharon and Rabbi David 
again visited Morocco. All those 
who had sought Rabbi Moshe 
Aharon’s help previously, 
whether requesting a blessing whether requesting a blessing 

supposed to recite Kaddish to 
come and stand beside his father 
who also had an obligation to 
say Kaddish, in order to save 
him the trouble of walking over 
to the Aron Hakodesh, where it 
was customary for the Kaddish 
to be recited. 
(Moreinu v’Rabbeinu shlita 
explained to me that this custom 
of old, where the orphans stand 
next to the Aron Hakodesh 
when reciting Kaddish, is an 
expression of the fact that only 
the Holy Torah can help the 
niftar in Olam Haba. When 
the orphans stand by the 
Aron Hakodesh, they are as if 
beseeching the Creator that the 
merit of the Holy Torah should 
protect the niftar).
When Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
became aware of this, he was 
horrified at the thought and 
publicly protested. “This holy 
custom has been the practice of 
my ancestors going back many 
years. G-d forbid to change our 
fathers’ custom, which is rooted 
in holiness. I will get up and go 
stand by the Aron Hakodesh 
together with the others.”

for children, a cure, or salvation 
from other problems, returned to 
him to express their thanks for 
the miracles that had occurred 
in the merit of his blessings.
The people recounted that their 
problems had been resolved 
within the month. They merited 
whatever they requested. 
Thus, Hashem’s Name was 
greatly sanctified throughout 
Morocco, since even the 
gentiles demonstrated faith in 
tzaddikim. Many honorable and 
important ministers came to 
receive Rabbi Moshe Aharon’s 
blessings for children or for 
promotions etc. In this way, the 
Name of Hashem was glorified 
among the nations.

Upholding a Family Custom

Rabbi Moshe Aharon’s outlook 
was strong and firm. In every 
detail of his life, he noticed 
the Divine Intervention that 
accompanied him at every step 
of the way.
Towards the end of his life, 
he fell ill and suffered greatly. 
Walking became a gargantuan 
effort for him. His son, wishing 
to spare his father the effort, 
asked the congregants who were 
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We extend our blessings from the depths of our heart to Moreinu v’Rabbeinu, 
the pride of our generation, who positions us in the ray of the Torah’s light,

who lights up our path and straightens our conduct,
who teaches us wisdom from the depth of the Torah’s ways

and guides us on the path of spiritual growth. 
With outstanding devotion shoulders the financial burden,

sows kindnesses and makes salvation flourish in the merit of his holy ancestors,
the tzaddik yesod olam, the pillar of Torah and kindness in our generation

The esteemed Admor, the Gaon and tzaddik

Rabbi David Chananya Pinto shlita,

head of the Torah enterprise
“Orot Chaim U’Moshe”

in Eretz Yisrael and throughout the world.

And to his sons who continue his tradition

Harav Hagaon Rabbi Rafael shlita,
of the holy community “Bircat Haim”, Leon, France

Harav Hagaon Rabbi Moshe shlita,
of the holy community “Ohr Haim Ve Moche”, Paris

Harav Hagaon Rabbi Yoel shlita,
of the holy community “Kol Chaim”, Ra’anana

Harav Hagaon Rabbi Michael shlita,
of the holy community “Kol Chaim”, Ra’anana

May Hashem lengthen the days of the leadership of Moreinu v’Rabbeinu
and may he enjoy much true nachat as is his sincere aspiration.

May he see children [born] to his children with the help of Hashem Yitbarach. 
May the leadership remain in his holy domain.

With heartfelt blessings

Rabbanim of the Mosdot     Roshei Kollelim
Kollel Avreichim      Yeshiva students
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Portrayal of the True 'Eishet Chayil'
In memory of Rabbanit 

Mazal Madeleine Pinto a"h



“Our righteous Ima 
prepared herself 

throughout her life 
for her passing to 
the World of Truth. 

Ima a”h understood 
that only one who 
prepares on Erev 
Shabbat will have 

what to eat on 
Shabbat, therefore 

she performed many 
righteous deeds and 

constantly grew in 
holiness and purity, 
in her tzniut, middot 

tovot, chessed and in 
the love of others."
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Tzaddikim are compared to 
stars, as it says, “Those who 
teach righteousness to the 
multitudes [will shine] like the 
stars, forever and ever” (Daniel 
12:3). 
Why are they compared to stars? 
The Meiri explains that just as 
the brightness of stars cannot 
be discerned during the daytime 
but only at night, so it is with 
tzaddikim. Their full brightness 
and the glory of their brilliance is 
only recognized once they leave 
this world, for when a tzaddik 
passes away the noonday sun 
is extinguished and the world 
grows dark. Then his true status 
emerges in the world and people 
recognize his righteousness and 
his glory glows like the stars that 
shine in the darkness. 
This is how we can define the 
esteemed Rabbanit, mother of 
royalty and righteous wife of 
the honorable Rabbi Moshe 
Ahron Pinto zya”a, who was 

What are tzaddikim compared to?

taken from us after a long life 
in which she was blessed with 
many generations of blessed and 
upright children who support the 
three pillars upon which the world 
stands - Torah, prayer and acts 
of kindness.
Due to her exceptional modesty, 
during her lifetime not many 
people merited being acquainted 
with her outstanding personality, 
her middot and the countless 
good deeds which she performed 
for the sake of increasing the 
honour of Hashem in this world. 
This is how her son, yblch”t, our 
esteemed master and teacher, 
the Admor Hagaon Hatzaddik 
Rabbi David Chananya Pinto 
shlita, expressed it in his hesped: 
“Our righteous Ima prepared 
herself throughout her life for 
her passing to the World of Truth. 
Ima a”h understood that only one 
who prepares on Erev Shabbat 
will have what to eat on Shabbat, 
therefore she performed many 



the miracle worker Rabbeinu 
Moshe Ahron Pinto zya”a, who 
was an exemplary model of 
chessed both with his community 
members and also with all those 
who were drawn to his home to 
request blessings for salvation, the 
Rabbanit a”h merited performing 
chessed with her disposition and 
resources in a most generous and 
substantial way.
Concerning this ‘Eshet Chayil’, 
the crown of her husband, it is 
written, “Her children arise and 
praise her; her husband, and he 
lauds her:” “Her children…
praise her” – the ones who 
confirm the piety of this woman, 
are her righteous children who 
light up the world with their 
Torah, with their saintliness and 
with their benevolence. “Her 
husband, and he lauds her” 
– he lauds this ‘Eshet Chayil’ 
who was the spiritual aid of the 
righteous and devout Mekubal 
that Ashdod merited having 
in its midst for many years, 
the Gaon and Tzaddik Rabbi 
Moshe Ahron Pinto zt”l zya”a, 
who stood at the head of this 
distinguished family. 

The strength 
of her emunah 
and bitachon 

in Hashem was 
exceptional 

and her 
meticulousness 

in performing 
mitzvot was 

impressive…. 
Now that you 

went to your final 
resting place, 
suddenly your 

light shines like a 
star and everyone 

is praising and 
commending your 

qualities and 
good deeds.”

righteous deeds and constantly 
grew in holiness and purity, in her 
tzniut, middot tovot, chessed and 
in the love of others. The strength 
of her emunah and bitachon in 
Hashem was exceptional and her 
meticulousness in performing 
mitzvot was impressive…. 
Now that you went to your final 
resting place, suddenly your light 
shines like a star and everyone is 
praising and commending your 
qualities and good deeds.”
In this column, a tribute to the 
esteemed Rabbanit a”h, we will 
attempt to sketch an outline of 
the true ‘Eshet Chayil’, and shed 
light on the Jewish outlook of the 
distinguished role of the Jewish 
woman who is the mainstay of 
the home. It is the ‘joyful mother 
of children’ who merits the 
admirable description expressed 
by Shlomo Hamelech, “and let 
her be praised in the gates by her 
very own deeds”.
During the last few months, the 
righteous and charitable acts that 
are accredited to the mother of 
royalty, the Rabbanit Pinto a”h, 
are slowly coming to light. As a 
faithful partner to her husband, 
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descends. The Jewish home is 
bedecked in festivity; the flickering 
Shabbat candles sway in the sacred 
atmosphere.  The children are 
dressed in their Shabbat finery and 
the smell of the delicious Shabbat 
food warms the heart. A pristine 
white tablecloth covers the table 
which is adorned with elegant 
dishes, all contributing to a special 
peace of mind. 
The father returns from the Beit 
Haknesset accompanied by the 
angels. This is the moment when 
the deeds stand up in praise of the 
one who performed them. The 
head of the house, in this weekly 
supplication, sings a hymn to the 
mainstay of his home – the heart 
and soul of all this passion. To 
the one, who with her special 
intuition, added yet another layer 
in building this monumental 
enterprise - their home. To the 
mother, who with the utmost 
devotion, invests all her inner 
strength in order to bestow this 
precious moment on her family, 
elevating them to this banquet hall 
of Shabbat. For all of this – “Her 
children arise and praise her, her 
husband, and he lauds her.”

the splendour of the authentic 
Jewish woman. She is the one 
who prepares nourishing food 
for her children to take along 
with them, which sweetens 
their departure as they leave 
to their places of Torah study. 
She is the one who repairs her 
children’s clothing late at night, 
so that when they awaken from 
their slumber they will find all 
that they need. She is the one 
who accompanies them with her 
prayers, her supplications and 
her tears. She is the one who 
receives them joyfully on their 
return and is always ready with 
a listening ear to hear their tales 
and chatter. Towards evening, 
as tiredness overcomes her, 
she nevertheless sits by their 
side, inspiring her children with 
stories of tzaddikim. She recites 
the kriyat shema with them and 
rocks their cradle to the tune 
of Torah songs, until they fall 
into a peaceful slumber. And 
in the stillness of the night, she 
awakens to prepare provisions 
for the new day.
Six days of creation, six days 
of hard work after which rest 

“An accomplished woman 
who can find? Far beyond 

pearls is her value” 

In this famous paean, Shlomo 
Hamelech, cleverest of all men, 
portrays the Jewish woman who 
merits the description of ‘Eshet 
Chayil’ (A Woman of Valor). 
The fundamental essence of a 
woman is her accomplishments; 
the intense zeal and all-
encompassing efforts that she 
invests in raising her children 
and her devotion in satisfying 
both their physical and emotional 
requirements. 
‘Eshet chayil’ is synonymous 
with alacrity. The attainments 
that describe the ‘Eshet Chayil’ 
all relate to the toil and effort that 
she invests in her home. “She 
stretches out her hand to the 
distaff, and her palms support 
the spindle…She made for 
herself luxurious bedspreads…
She makes a cloak and sells it…
Strength and majesty are her 
raiment”.
The ideal woman does not 
succumb to fatigue - neither 
by day nor by night; this is 
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This was indeed the Rabbanit’s a”h 
ideal – her greatest wish was that 
all her descendants should follow 
in her ancestors’ path, serving 
Hashem and fulfilling His will. 
Even when she had to relinquish 
the conveniences and pleasures of 
this world, she did it with joy and 
a love for Torah that beat strongly 
in her pure heart. 
In the hesped that our esteemed 
master and teacher shlita gave at 
the end of the shiva, he told over 
the following incredible example 
which revealed her unbelievable 
mesirat nefesh to raise a generation 
of upright, holy and pure 
children: “Ima a”h demonstrated 
superhuman sacrifice for the sake 
of her children’s Torah learning. 
When I was still a young boy of 
only eight years old, Rabbi Moshe 
Ibgi shlita came to fetch me early 
one morning, and accompanied 
me on my journey to study in a far-
away yeshiva. We climbed onto 
the train, leaving Ima behind on 
the platform. Taking leave of my 
beloved mother left me sobbing, 
and mother too had tears pouring 
down her cheeks for the separation 
was difficult for her too. We knew 
that for the next few years we 

apprehension by saying – “This 
one, too, is a son ‘for you’.” He 
too will certainly grow up in line 
with your hashkafot and in the way 
in which you would wish him to 
be raised. Ya’akov called him Ben 
Yemin, and the Ramban interprets 
this as signifying, Son of Strength 
or Son of Success, for the right 
side is the side of strength and 
success, as it says, “A wise man’s 
mind [tends] to his right”. Ya’akov 
wished to call him by the name 
that his mother chose for him, 
since all his children were given 
names that their mothers chose for 
them. Through calling him Ben 
Yemin, Ya’akov was promising 
Rachel that he will take the place 
of both mother and father, and will 
raise their son to be strong and 
successful, just as she wished. 
This was Rachel Immeinu’s 
concern in the last moments 
before her passing! Her final 
conversation did not center around 
her concern who would fulfil this 
orphan baby’s physical needs, 
rather she was worried about one 
thing only - the spiritual future of 
their son Binyamin! What sublime 
behavior! This is the inspiring 
virtue of the righteous mother!

Increasing Soldiers 
of the Torah

Rachel Immeinu teaches us an 
important lesson concerning the 
significance of the mother in the 
chinuch of her children. When her 
son Binyamin was born just as 
her soul was departing, she called 
his name Ben Oni (Son of My 
Mourning), and Rashi explains 
that Rachel chose this name since 
she experienced a difficult birth 
which was the cause of her death. 
However, his father Ya’akov called 
him Binyamin, Ben Yemin (Son of 
the Right, of Strength).
Rachel knew how much strength 
she had invested in establishing the 
Beis Ya’akov; how much effort she 
had dedicated so that Ya’akov’s 
offspring should be perfect 
without any blemishes. Now that 
she realized that she was about to 
die, she was extremely concerned 
that her new-born son would be 
left without anyone to educate and 
raise him. This is why she called 
him Ben Oni, for maybe this son, 
lacking educational guidance, will 
cause her sorrow in the Eternal 
World. 
But the midwife calmed Rachel’s 
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The deeper the connection, the 
more powerful the influence and 
the one who enjoyed the closest 
relationship shows the most 
distress. 
This then, is the virtue of the 
‘Eshet Chayil’. After she passes 
away, “Her children arise and 
praise her” (the Hebrew word 
‘veye’ashru’ha’ means both 
praise and confirmation). Her 
praise is her sons who confirm 
her piety by continuing to carry 
out her good deeds that they 
absorbed in their youth in this 
great and holy house. They 
continue performing chessed and 
tzedakah, clearly demonstrated 
every day and at all times, by 
our esteemed master and teacher 
shlita who travels the world in 
order to spread the word of Torah, 
bringing the hearts of the Jewish 
people closer to their father in 
heaven, with humility, modesty 
and a special grace imprinted 
on his pure face. This is the 
leading tribute that can be sung 
in praise of the late Rabbanit a”h: 
“Fortunate is the one who gave 
birth to this child, fortunate is 
the one who raised this child.”
“Her children arise and praise her”

would not see each other.”
Much later it became clear that this 
enormous sacrifice gave birth to a 
deep soul connection between this 
brave mother and her precious son, 
our esteemed master and teacher 
Hagaon Hatzaddik Rabbi David 
Chananya Pinto shlita. We cannot 
go into detail in this feature, but 
nevertheless we will quote the 
perspective of Rabbi Shlomo 
Rabivo shlita, the Rosh Yeshiva of 
“Torat David”, as he pointed out in 
his hesped of the Rabbanit a”h:
“What moved me the most when 
listening to all the hespedim, was 
noticing the one who not only 
addressed us, but could not stop 
crying, and repeatedly called out, 
“Ima, Ima…”. Like a cord of 
scarlet thread woven among his 
words, he continually mentioned 
“Ima”. Moreinu Harav was the one 
who cried the most both during the 
shiva and also at the shloshim. I 
witnessed this with my own eyes, 
and after hearing all the speeches 
and hespedim, I was most moved 
when Harav spoke about his Ima, 
seeing him unable to control his 
tears. The special connection stood 
out; the strong bond between this 
son, Harav Pinto, and his mother. 
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"Ima a"h 
demonstrated 

superhuman sacrifice 
for the sake of her 
children's Torah 
learning. When I 

was still a young boy 
of only eight years 
old, Rabbi Moshe 
Ibgi shlita came 
to fetch me early 
one morning, and 

accompanied me on 
my journey to study 

in a far-away yeshiva. 
We climbed onto 
the train, leaving 

Ima behind on the 
platform…We knew 
that for the next few 
years  we would not 

see  each other."



n deference to my distinguished and prominent 
brother, the Chief Rabbi of Ashdod, HaGaon 
Rabbi Chaim Pinto shlita, and in deference to my 

dear brother HaRav HaGaon Rabbi Ya’akov shlita, in 
deference to all my dear brothers and sisters, and all 
the esteemed people who have gathered here:
The tziduk hadin (acceptance of judgment) that 
is recited when a niftar is brought to the cemetery, 
contains many expressions of faith in Hashem’s 
conduct: “Righteous are You, Hashem, and Your 
judgments are fair”, “Righteous is Hashem in all 
His ways and magnanimous in all His deeds”, “Your 
righte ousness is an everlasting righteousness, and 
Your Torah is truth”, “The judgments of Hashem are 
true, altogether righteous”, “The Rock! – perfect is 
His work, for all His paths are justice; a G-d of faith 
without iniquity, righteous and fair is He.” “O true 
Judge, Judge of righteous and truth. Blessed is the 
true judge, for all His judgments are righteous and 
true.”
What is the idea of mentioning all these verses? Any 
thinking person knows clearly that the Creator of the 
world is a true Judge who commits no injustice and 
doesn’t forget and all His deeds are righteous and 
true. If this concept is so clear, why do we need to 
reinforce this knowledge by reciting so many verses 
when a person passes away?
My friends, I am standing here and I cannot believe 
that I am standing opposite the holy, deceased body 
of Ima. Ima a”h was our entire world, at all times - 
in times of suffering and in times of joy. She would 
unite us, mediate between us and enhance the peace 
amongst us. We would come to her and with her 
emunah she would encourage us in ahavat Hashem 
and untainted yirat shamayim. Just as a mother 
nourishes her child with milk to keep him alive, so 
Ima a”h would nourish us with the milk of emunah, 
with the milk of ahavat Hashem, and she would 
quench our thirst with the milk of upright middot.
Ima a”h sacrificed so much so that we would merit a 
proper chinuch; on the advice of Abba a”h, she sent 
us to prominent yeshivot while we were still young 
children – I was just eight years old and my older 
brother was twelve! Despite it being enormously 
difficult for her to send us so far away and not have 
any contact with her young children for so many 
years, she did it willingly and sacrificed herself so 
that we would merit to grow up as bnei Torah.
“Woe to us for the day draws to a close, for the 
shadows of late afternoon grow longer!” “We have 
become [like] orphans, and there is no father” – and 48
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now Ima too has gone and the 
world has grown dark for us.
Ima a”h would regularly make 
seudot for tzadikim for her soul 
felt attached to them due to the 
great emunat chachamim (faith 
in the sages) that she possessed. 
She felt a special connection to 
Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai zya”a, 
and when she became ill with 
her final illness, not so long ago, 
she travelled with mesirat nefesh 
to his holy tzion to pour out her 
heart in prayer, and I have no 
doubt that these holy tzaddikim 
are also lamenting her leaving 
us.
Dear Ima! Holy Ima! I am 
calling you from deep inside my 
heart, just like a baby searches 
for his mother and he can’t find 
her. Ima went to her resting place 
and has left us sighing, alone and 
saddened. How much holiness 
and purity was inherent in her, 
how much tzniut and refined 
middot, how much making do 
with little. For many years, when 
we were small, she lived in great 
poverty but never complained 
about her situation. There were 
times that she could not even 
pay the electricity bill, but she 
never opened her mouth to 
complain. And Abba a”h, who 
was already niftar, when he saw 
her deprivation and poverty, 
appeared to several generous 
people in a dream and said to 
them, “Go please to my wife 
and support her, for her situation 
is desperate.” She never looked 
for pleasures or for a happy life, 
her sole desire was to stand at 
Abba’s side, to serve him and 
support him in his holy work.
Rabbotai! It is hard for me 
to believe that we are now 
accompanying Ima to her 
resting place; it is something 
that I cannot grasp, for how is 

it possible to lose such a holy 
and pure mother, a mother so 
precious and beloved…
This morning when we stood 
by her bedside at the time when 
her neshama was leaving her, 
Rabbotai, you will not believe, 
what a great, transcendent light 
shone on her! What a holy and 
pure countenance she had! Her 
face resembled a holy angel.
A few hours before her passing, 
Ima was lying silently with her 
eyes open wide, and even when 
we tried to close her eyelids 
with our hands, we didn’t 
manage for they opened again 
by themselves, and I am sure 
that at that time she saw all the 
holy and pure beings who came 
from Above to accompany her to 
her final resting place, as it says 
in the holy books, and only after 
her neshama left her did her eyes 
close.
Since it is extremely hard 
for a human being to see his 
righteous and beloved mother 
lying lifeless in front of him, 
and it is not something simple to 
accept the judgment, therefore 
we strengthen our hearts with 
phrases of emunah which teach 
about the exactness of the 
judgment of Hashem Yitbarach, 
and we say that we accept His 
deeds, saying with sincerity 
“Righteous are You, Hashem, 
and Your judgments are fair” 
and we repeat it again, to 
reinforce our emunah, and we 
say “Your righteousness is an 
everlasting righteousness, and 
Your Torah is truth”, and so on. 
All this serves to bolster our 
emunah in the ways of Hashem 
and to say aloud that we don’t 
have any complaints chalilah 
against Hashem for “The Rock! 
– perfect is His work”, “Hashem 
gave and Hashem took, Blessed 



be the name of Hashem now and 
forever”.
Esteemed congregants, I wish 
to share with you some of the 
emotions that I felt when Abba 
a”h was niftar. At the time I was 
in Morocco, and regrettably I did 
not have the zchut of attending his 
levaya which took place in Eretz 
Yisrael. It has always distressed 
me greatly, and I experienced 
many guilty feelings about it, 
although it was not in my hands. 
About a month and a half ago, 
when Ima was already ill, I was 
supposed to travel to chutz l’aretz 
on behalf of urgent communal 
affairs. I asked my older brother 
shlita for advice about this matter 
and he answered me, “In my 
opinion, it is not worth going far 
away now when we don’t know 
what the next day will bring”. 
Of course, I listened to him and 
I thank him from the depths of 
my heart for this advice, for 
had I travelled and chalilah I 
would have been prevented from 
attending the levaya also of Ima, 
I would never be able to forgive 
myself.
And now, I am meriting two things 
together, since undoubtedly 
Abba a”h also came now to 
accompany Ima to her resting 
place, especially since Ima a”h 
stayed faithful to him all her life 
and even though she was offered 
many highly regarded prospects, 
she would not hear of it and said, 
“I will never exchange my holy 
husband”. And if the neshama of 
Abba is here with us at the levaya 
of Ima, it means that now I am 
meriting to accompany both of 
them together to their resting 
place, also Abba and also Ima, 
and this calms my pained soul in 
a small way, that I did not merit 
attending Abba’s levaya and now 

maybe I corrected the matter a bit 
and may Hashem, the merciful 
One, forgive me.
Morai Verabbotai, I want to 
repeat: you have no idea what 
we lost today and you cannot 
imagine the lofty level of Ima 
the tzadeket, who was a true 
eishet chayil in the full meaning 
of the word. We established 
many institutions of Torah 
and everything is in her merit, 
we opened batei midrash and 
yeshivot and they are all in her 
merit, for her spirit pulsated in us 
and every time she heard that we 
opened another Torah institution 
or another branch of Torah, she 
would smile delightedly and 
with great happiness she would 
bless us and encourage us and 
say, “so may it increase and so 
may it spread out”, and now, 
“woe on those who are lost and 
are not forgotten”, who will 
take her place, who will be her 
substitute.
Dear holy Ima, I am certain that 
you will continue to accompany 
us from High. Please I beg of you, 
pray for us that we be successful 
in our holy work to promote 
Torah and glorify it, and we, 
on our part, faithfully promise 
that with Hashem’s help we will 
continue to walk on the holy path 

that you taught us throughout 
your life - the way of Torah 
and mitzvot, for that was your 
entire world, not pleasures or 
enjoyment, only the gratification 
of Torah and chessed, and the 
spiritual pleasures of tzniut and 
exceptional holiness.
Dear Ima, I am standing now 
by your mitah, and I ask you 
for forgiveness if chalilah I hurt 
you unintentionally at any time 
during your lifetime, and when 
you were sick, I can clearly say 
that our esteemed brother,  Rabbi 
Chaim shlita, who stood by your 
side throughout that time, did 
whatever was possible to make 
your situation more bearable, and 
indeed no effort was too great, 
not when it came to doctors or 
medication and not with our 
prayers for you to recover, but 
if nevertheless chalilah we did 
something improper, please, 
forgive us and pardon us, for 
our sole intention was for your 
benefit.
May your memory be a blessing, 
go in peace, rest in peace next 
to our holy Abba, and may 
it be Hashem’s will that  He 
swallow up death forever, and 
may Hashem the G-d wipe away 
tears from every face, Amen 
V’Amen.
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n deference to the Rishon L’Tzion, Chief 
Rabbi of Yerushalayim Rabbi Shlomo Amar 
shlita; in deference to my dear brother the 

tzaddik Rabbi Chaim shlita; in deference to 
the esteemed Rabbanim, Roshei Yeshivot and 
Dayanim and the entire esteemed audience; in 
deference to all the children, grandchildren and 
great-grandchildren of the late tzadeket:
Morai v’Rabbotai, enveloped in mourning and 
sorrow, we cry bitter tears on the passing of my 
mother, the tzadeket. The verse says (Tehillim 
27:10): “Though my father and mother have 
forsaken me, Hashem will gather me in” and this 
is my feeling right now. I was always proud of 
my exceptional mother and now she is no longer 
with us; what we are left with is the obligation to 
draw a lesson from her noble middot and good 
deeds and to learn from her holy ways.
My dear, pious mother: I have no doubt that 
you are here with us, just as the Gemara tells 
us (Shabbat 153b) that at the time of a hesped 
the neshama comes to the gathering. When we 
cry about your leaving us I am certain that you 
are crying with us, as the verse says (Yirmiyahu 
31:14) “Rachel weeps for her children”. You 
too join in our distress, for the sorrow is great, 
the pain is intense and it is hard for us to be 
comforted; only Hashem can comfort us. I never 
realized the extent of my love for you. I feel 
something missing, I miss you greatly, who will 
bless us now? Who will encourage us in times 
of need and who will daven for us in times of 
trouble, may we not be tried? You were always 
our address - Rechov Rambam, Ashdod is where 
we would turn and tell Ima our troubles. And 
Ima, with her astuteness, would encourage and 
exhort us and fill our hearts with a spark of hope. 
She would light a candle and pray for us, and 
now we have nowhere to turn. To our sorrow we 
are missing all these benefits and “woe on those 
who are lost and are not forgotten”.
Over the last few days when we sat shiva for you 
Ima, tens and hundreds of Rabbanim and Roshei 
Yeshivot from all over the country and the 
entire world, came to encourage and comfort us, 
together with thousands of esteemed people who 
came to extol Ima and cry for you, and mourn 
together with us on our great loss.
I received thousands of phone calls and letters 
of comfort every day, from the entire spectrum – 
from simple people to presidents and kings from 
the world over, all of them are lamenting your 
departure; all of them are extolling your praises. 
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Even though you always remained 
inconspicuous inside your home 
like those righteous women about 
whom it says (Tehillim 45:14) 
“Every honorable princess 
dwelling within”, and few people 
actually knew of your lofty 
qualities, now suddenly everyone 
feels your loss and the extent 
of your good deeds, and your 
noble ways have been spreading 
throughout the world. 
The Meiri writes (beg. of 
Pesachim) that tzaddikim are 
compared to stars, as it says 
(Daniel 12:3): “Those who teach 
righteousness to the multitudes 
[will shine] like the stars, forever 
and ever”. This means that just 
as the brightness of stars cannot 
be discerned during the daytime 
but only at night, so too with 
tzaddikim, the full brightness and 
glory of their brilliance is only 
recognized once they leave this 
world, for when a tzaddik passes 
away the sun is extinguished at 
midday and the world grows dark. 
Then his true status emerges and 
he becomes famous in the world. 
His honor grows in the eyes of the 
people and his shine glows like 
stars that shine in the darkness. 
You too, dear Ima, due to your 
great modesty, while you were 
still alive not everyone was 
acquainted with you, and now 
that you went to your final resting 
place, suddenly your light shines 
like a star and everyone is praising 
and commending your qualities 
and good deeds.
How can I praise you, Ima? If I start 
to speak about all the chessed that 
you performed throughout your 
life, time will end and your deeds 
won’t end. Your quality of being 
satisfied with little was renowned 
- you never asked for anything 
for yourself and all that you had 
you gave away to others. I know 
that many times you didn’t sleep 
at night because of the fear that 

creatures and mice were roaming 
around in your apartment due 
to the dilapidated state of the 
building, and even though we 
begged you many times to leave 
and come and live closer to us, 
you would not agree on any 
account. You stated, “Here I will 
dwell for I have desired it” – “I 
will never leave the apartment of 
Abba the Tzaddik”, for you were 
forever faithful to him with your 
entire heart.
It happens sometimes that people 
come to me after a parent passes 
away with a question that presses 
on their soul: “Honorable Rav, 
how is my father or mother faring 
in the Next World? Where is he, 
in Gan Eden or in Gehinom, G-d 
forbid?” I look at them and ask in 
wonder, “How can I know what 
their situation is?! Do I spend 
time in the Upper Worlds?! One 
thing I do know clearly is that 
one who spent his life following 
in the path of Hashem and also 
educated his children in the 
ways of Hashem, has an entrance 
ticket to Gan Eden…”
As for you, dear Ima, with 
the strength of your holiness 
and many attributes, I have 
no doubt that your place in 
Heaven is among tzaddikim and 
tzaddkaniot, and you are sitting 
there and enjoying the glow of 
the shechina, as Chazal tell us 
(Berachot 17b): “In Olam Haba 
tzaddikim sit with their crown on 
their heads and enjoy the glow of 
the shechina”. Surely from this 
exalted place you are showering 
us with an abundance of holiness 
and purity. We, together with the 
entire esteemed audience here, 
are accepting upon ourselves to 
strengthen ourselves in Torah 
and yirat shamayim and all this 
comes from your power. You 
are our path and our pipe; of 
the holy Pinto family and of all 
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klal Yisrael. From you we 
draw strength to continue 
increasing Torah learning and 
glorifying it, and I am certain 
that you will be an advocate 
for all of us before the One 
who dwells on high, so that 
we should experience good 
always, because now that you 
are in Heaven, you are close 
to the King – the King of the 
world.
Ima a”h, with her great 
holiness and purity, would 
sometimes reveal sparks 
of Divine Inspiration. For 
example, about two months 
ago my mother bought two 
bracelets and gave them to my 
oldest sister saying, “This is 
for your birthday”. My sister 
was surprised and asked, “But 
my birthday is in another two 
months?!” Ima answered: 
“Who said that I will be able 
to give you the bracelets in 
two months?!” This is how 
she closed the subject, without 
offering an explanation, and 
indeed Ima a”h passed away 
on the day of my sister’s 
birthday! She knew in advance 
that her time was near and she 
wouldn’t be able to give the 
bracelets to my sister on her 
birthday.
As I mentioned before, under 
no circumstances would 
Ima a”h, agree to leave her 
small apartment on Rechov 
Harav Maimon. She said, 
this house has absorbed the 
holiness of Abba, it is steeped 
in purity, steeped in kedushat 
ha’ainayim (guarding one’s 
eyes from impure sights). It 
is well-known that Abba a”h 
was exceptionally careful 
with guarding his eyes, even 
to the following extent: Once 
on Purim Ima decided to have 
a bit of fun and dressed up as 
a stranger. She came to Abba 

and asked him for a blessing, and 
when he asked for her name he 
realized that she had the same 
name as his wife… When he 
asked for her children’s names he 
was surprised that her children’s 
names were exactly the same 
as his children’s… Abba a”h 
did not raise his eyes to look 
at her, he only smiled and said, 
“It is interesting that your name 
and your children’s names are 
the same as my wife’s and my 
children’s…” Ima smiled and 
proclaimed, “Rebbi Moshe! It 
is me, Madeleine… your wife… 
How did you not recognize 
my voice?!” What was Abba’s 
reaction? “Please, next time don’t 
do this to me, you could have 
made me stumble with guarding 
my eyes!” Ima answered him, 
“But I am your wife. What 
would have happened had you 
raised your eyes and looked at 
me?” Abba answered her “But I 
didn’t know that it was you, my 
wife, so had I looked, it would 
have been considered a sin for 
me.” This is why Ima would not 
agree to leave the house that had 
absorbed so much holiness and 
yirah from the power of Abba’s 
Torah.
Rabbotai, the verse says (Tehillim 
49:13): “But as for man: In glory 
 he shall not repose, he is (ביקר)
likened to the silenced animals”. 
The word ‘ביקר’ can also be 
translated as “a visit”. One who 
goes to the next world and hasn’t 
prepared himself appropriately, 
thinks that he is just going there 
on a visit, “he shall not repose” 
– he doesn’t intend to ‘sleep’ 
there. He only came on a short 
visit so he is likened to an animal 
because he doesn’t understand 
that the world over there is 
the Eternal World and not a 
passing and transitory world. 
He doesn’t understand that only 
Torah, mitzvot and good deeds 
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accompany a person, therefore 
he is compared to an animal who 
doesn’t understand left from right. 
Ima, the tzaddeket, prepared 
herself her entire life for her 
passing to the World of Truth. 
Ima a”h understood that only one 
who prepares on Erev Shabbat 
will have what to eat on Shabbat, 
therefore she performed many 
righteous deeds and constantly 
grew in holiness and purity, 
in her tzniut, middot tovot, 
chessed and loving others. The 
strength of her faith and trust in 
Hashem was exceptional and her 
meticulousness in performing 
mitzvot was impressive. The fact 
that now we are strengthening 
ourselves in avodat Hashem at the 
time of this hesped, and growing 
spiritually from her power, proves 
that she was a woman with 
exceptional holiness and piety.
Morai v’Rabbotai, as Ima left 
this world I stood next to her bed 
and at that moment I understood 
how small I am compared to her. 
Despite all the many institutions 
that we have established, and 
despite all the honor that people 
accord us and kiss our hands, as 
I stood there at the time when 
Ima’s neshama left her, I felt that 
compared to her I am nothing and 
all the honor that is conferred on 
us is futile and hollow. What am 
I, compared to this great women 

who dedicated her entire life for 
the sake of our Torah and the 
Torah of my honorable father, 
with extreme selflessness.
It was the first time in my life 
that I saw blood flowing from 
my mother’s mouth. “Woe to 
me that I saw you in that state”. 
I understood that this was the 
moment that her neshama was 
leaving her, so I started saying 
Kriat Shema and sanctifying His 
Great Name, while at the same 
time my heart was weeping 
bitterly and my eyes filled with 
tears. Even at this point, Ima’s 
head-covering was in place, just 
like Kimchit the tzadeket, about 
whom it says that the walls of 
her house never saw the hairs of 
her head. After some time, I was 
surprised to once again see blood 
flowing from her mouth and the 
monitor showed that everything 
was failing. I understood that 
“the Angels won over the 
tzaddikim” and pious Ima is now 
ascending in a storm to heaven 
and she is no longer, for Elokim 
has taken her. At that moment, I, 
together with my son n”y who 
was with me, once again recited 
Kriat Shema aloud amid great 
emotion (since my older brother, 
sensing that Ima’s end was near, 
had hastened to prepare for her 
burial needs and other necessary 
arrangements). Woe to us that 

Ima a”h understood that only one who prepares on Erev 
Shabbat will have what to eat on Shabbat, therefore she 
performed many righteous deeds and constantly grew in 
holiness and purity, in her tzniut, middot tovot, chessed 
and loving others. The strength of her faith and trust 
in Hashem was exceptional and her meticulousness in 
performing mitzvot was impressive. The fact that now we 
are strengthening ourselves in avodat Hashem at the time of 
this hesped, and growing spiritually from her power, proves 
that she was a woman with exceptional holiness and piety.
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this happened to us, “We have 
become [like] orphans, and there 
is no father”, and now another 
calamity on top of an existing 
tragedy, Ima too left us. 
I can attest that at the time of 
Ima’s passing, I perceived a great 
and holy light shining on her, her 
holy countenance shone with a 
precious light and that is how 
her neshama left her, in purity. 
That is what I meant when I said 
that at that point I realized how 
small and worthless I am, in 
comparison to my righteous and 
holy mother.
There is a story told about a poor 
man who presented a chatan and 
kallah with a gift, in an enormous 
box. The family imagined that 
who knows what valuable gift 
lies inside this box, but when 
they opened it they found 
another box inside. They opened 
that box and found yet another 
box inside, which contained 
another box, inside of which was 
an even smaller box. In the end 
they opened the smallest box and 
found a small, cheap gift.
One of the great Mussar 
personalities explained that a 
person innocently thinks that 
he performed many mitzvot and 
prepared himself appropriately 
for the next world, and in his hand 
he has many cartons of Torah 
and mitzvot and good deeds. But 
how great his disappointment 
will be when he finds out that all 
his boxes are empty, and all the 
mitzvot that he performed are 
pitiable and shrunken, lacking 
intention of the heart and lacking 
joy and yearning.
Ima a”h arrived in her Heavenly 
abode with a huge stock of 
cartons. But these were not 
empty cartons, but chock-full; 
full of chessed and piety and 
modesty, full of brotherly love 
and middot tovot, full of holiness 
and purity. Ima was concerned 
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not only for her own spiritual 
world, but for us too. She was the 
one who encouraged and urged 
us always, to persist with our 
Torah institutions and chessed 
undertakings and to increase 
Torah and its glory. Fortunate is 
she and fortunate is her lot, that 
she merited to prepare herself 
appropriately for the World that is 
entirely Good.
It says about Avraham Avinu 
(Bereishit 23:2): “And Avraham 
came to eulogize Sarah and to 
bewail her”. ‘לבכתה’ (to bewail 
her) is written with a small ‘kaf’ 
to hint that Avraham only cried 
for her a little, because he knew 
that due to her great level, she was 
in Gan Eden in a special place 
reserved only for tzaddikim, and 
there is no reason to grieve for her. 
Nevertheless, he did cry a bit and 
eulogized her and spoke about her 
qualities and good deeds so that 
others should learn from her holy 
ways and they too should follow 
in her path. 
Ima a”h showed enormous self-
sacrifice for the sake of the Torah 
learning of her children. When I 
was a very young boy, only eight 
years old, Rabbi Moshe Ibgi 
shlita arose early one morning 
and came to our house in order 
to take me with him to yeshiva. 
We climbed onto the train and 
left Ima standing on the platform 
below; I was crying at being 
separated from my beloved Ima, 
and Ima’s face too was streaked 
with tears because this separation 
was hard for her too. We knew 
that we wouldn’t see each other 
again for several years. And now 
too, to my distress, my tears are 
again flowing from my eyes 
and my heart is sick from this 
separation from my Ima. She has 
gone to her resting place and left 
us sighing, and now “A comforter 
to restore my soul is far from 
me”, but this is my comfort in my 

affliction: Mashiach will come 
speedily and the dead will be 
resurrected and then once again 
we will merit to see her pious, 
shining countenance, and she 
will be accompanied by our holy 
Abba a”h.
What is left for me to say, dear 
Ima, is to thank you intensely for 
all that you did for us, whether 
spiritually or physically. Thank 
you for the pure faith that you 
instilled in us; thank you for 
your selflessness which you 
sacrificed for our sake; thank 
you for the enormous effort that 
you invested in us, to raise us 
with great love always, despite 
poverty and lack. May Hashem 
“do good for you in your end” 
and repay you for all the good 
that you bestowed on us, Amen.
Tomorrow is the last day of the 
shiva; I will go to your kever 
and say to you: Ima, don’t delay 
and don’t hesitate to pray for 
us before the One who dwells 
on High, that He have pity and 
mercy on us and on all Klal 
Yisrael, until He hastens to send 
the redemption speedily.
It is told about the Gaon Rabbi 
Chaim Shmulevitz zt”l, that 
once he stood by the gravesite 
of Rachel Imeinu a”h and said 
to her, Ima Rachel! Although 
Hashem said to you, “Restrain 
your voice from weeping and 
your eyes from tears”, I beg 
of you dear Ima, don’t restrain 
yourself from weeping! On the 
contrary, continue to pray and 
cry and beg for mercy before 
Hashem that He have pity and 
mercy on this poor and destitute 
nation who are delivered into 
distress and captivity, for our 
strength to endure has failed us 
and we are in need of a great deal 
of Heavenly mercy.
You too, dear Ima, pray for us, 
and just as when you were alive 
you spent your time praying for 
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your sons and daughters and for 
Klal Yisrael, now too, when you 
are close to the King of Kings, 
stand before Him and beg for 
mercy for us and for all of Klal 
Yisrael, that He redeem us quickly 
from our bitter exile with an eternal 
redemption.
I also want to say to you Ima, 
that our brother the tzaddik, 
Rabbi Ya’akov shlita, sat by your 
bedside in the hospital for three 
weeks, day and night, weekday 
and Shabbat, throughout your 
most difficult moments. But due 
to his precarious state of health, 
he had to return to America and 
didn’t merit participating in your 
levaya and shiva, and due to this 
he is suffering even more. Please, 
pray for him and beg Hashem that 
He send him a complete recovery 
and may he recuperate quickly, 
Amen.
Pray also for our dear brother, 
the tzaddik Rabbi Chaim shlita, 
that Hashem give him strength 
and good health, healing and life 
and lengthy days and years to 
serve Hashem Yitbarach, and pray 
also for our other dear brothers, 
Rabbi Avraham, Rabbi Eliyahu 
and Rabbi Daniel, sheyichyu, beg 
for mercy for them and also for 
your dear daughters, may Hashem 
protect them, Amen.
To Harav Hatzaddik, Chief Rabbi 
of Yerushalayim, Rabbi Shlomo 
Amar shlita, my blessing is that 
may it be His will that you merit 
long days in your position, with 
much nachat, Amen.
I also bless my wife, sons 
and daughters, and all the 
descendants of the honorable 
nifteret, and the entire esteemed 
audience. May it be His will that 
Hashem increase upon you good 
life and blessings and success. 
May the merit of my holy and 
pious parents stand in your 
stead for goodness and blessings 
always, Amen v’Amen.
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ith the permission of my dear brother, the 
Mara D’Assra Harav Hagaon Rabbi Chaim 
shlita; with the permission of the Rav, 

Harav Hagaon Rabbi Yosef Sheinin shlita; with the 
permission of my brother, the tzaddik Harav Hagaon 
Rabbi Ya’akov shlita, Rabbanim of the yeshiva, 
Rabbanim of the Kollel, dear avreichim, and the entire 
esteemed audience.
Tonight is the shloshim of my dear mother a”h, and 
still my heart refuses to be comforted on her loss. It 
is hard to grasp that she is no longer with us, and my 
personal feeling is as if a part of my body has been 
taken from me.
I have two phones which both have a picture of my 
righteous mother. Of course these are kosher phones, 
simple, old phones that contain no trace of impurity, 
for how could I put the image of my righteous mother 
on the screen of a phone that the Chachamim have 
forbidden us to use. I have these pictures on my 
phones so that every time I gaze at her image I will be 
reminded of her holy manner and her noble middot. I 
will be reminded of her saintly conduct and I too will 
wish to be like her and walk in her path, as we are 
told (Yeshaya 30:20): “…and your eyes will behold 
your Teacher”, which for me translates into “…and 
your eyes will behold your parents”. (In Hebrew there 
is a difference of only one letter between the words 
‘teacher’ and ‘parent’.) An example of this is Yosef 
HaTzaddik who visualized the image of his father 
Ya’akov, and the power of that image enabled him to 
restrain himself and act with holiness.
Morai v’Rabbotai, when Harav Hagaon Rabbi 
Chanoch Ehrentreu shlita, the Ra’avad of London, 
gave a hesped for Moreinu Hatzaddik Harav Nissim 
Ravivo zt”l, the Ra’avad of Paris, he quoted the 
explanation of Hagaon Rabbi Chaim Shmulevitz 
zt”l on the following Gemarah (Berachot 5b): 
“Rabbi Yochanan had ten sons who were all talmidei 
chachamim; nine of them died one after the other and 
then ten years later his last son died in an unusual 
manner r”l. Rabbi Yochanan took a bone from his 
youngest son and would take it to a house of mourners. 
He would place the bone before them and would try 
and comfort them by saying, “I also suffered a terrible 
tragedy, I lost ten sons, this is the bone of my youngest 
child who died and despite this I accepted Heaven’s 
decree with love and I was consoled for I believe that 
Hashem performs all His deeds with righteousness 
and justice, as it says (Devarim 32:4): ‘The Rock! 
– perfect is His work, for all His paths are justice’. 
If so, you should also accept the decree of Heaven 
and you will be comforted from your sorrow.” The 
degree of Rabbi Yochanan’s endurance despite losing 

Hesped given
at the Shloshim

by Moreinu V’Rabbeinu, 
the Admor Rabbi 

David Chananya Pinto shlita
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happenings that befall him, for 
the Torah broadens his mind and 
strengthens his heart and enables 
him to be resilient in the face of 
all of life’s challenges, as it says 
(Mishlei 3:18) “It is a tree of life 
for those who grasp it”.
The following inspiring words 
were written by the ‘Ohr Hachaim 
Hakadosh’ (Devarim 26:11): 
“There is no ‘goodness’ but for 
Torah. If people would only feel 
the sweetness and pleasantness 
of Torah, they would be fervent 
and passionate about it and an 
entire world of silver and gold 
would be considered worthless 
in their eyes, for the Torah 
includes all the goodness in the 
world”. I would like to add that 
just as the Torah includes all the 
goodness that the world contains, 
so too the Torah includes all the 
comfort that can be found in this 
world. Meaning that one who 
toils in Torah can find comfort 
and relief for any misfortune, lo 
aleinu, for the sweetness of Torah 
brings respite and healing from 
one’s setback and makes one 
forget the troubles that surround 
him, as David Hamelech a”h 
said, (Tehillim 119:7) “This is 
my comfort in my affliction, for 
Your word preserved me”. Why 
is this? For the words of Torah 
revive me and quiet my spirit.
In the same vein we are told 
about the Bnei Yisrael 
(Shemot 6:9) “But they did 
not heed Moshe, because of 

was consoled and even used his 
own tragedy to comfort others. 
However, when Reish Lakish, 
his student and chavruta, died, 
he was unable to be consoled. 
What was the reason for this? 
The answer is that through this 
talmid he achieved great heights 
of Torah, he was the one who 
enabled him to broaden his 
understanding of Torah. So with 
his death Rabbi Yochanan felt as 
if part of his life had been taken 
from him, for Torah was life for 
Rabbi Yochanan. The Rambam 
expresses it like this: (Hilchot 
Rotze’ach, Ch 7:1) “The life of the 
wise and those who seek wisdom, 
is considered as death without 
Torah”. The life of a talmid 
chacham is a life of Torah, “For 
they are our life and the length 
of our days”. This is how Rabbi 
Chaim Shmulevitz explained the 
Gemarah.
I would like to expound on this 
in more detail. Although Rabbi 
Yochanan’s sorrow on the loss 
of his children was extremely 
great, every time he lost a child 
he would comfort himself with 
Torah study and this toiling in 
Torah would help him to forget 
his sorrow and eliminate the 
sadness from his heart, as it says 
(Tehillim 119:30): “Had your 
Torah not been my preoccupation, 
then I would have perished in 
my affliction”. One who merits 
Torah being his preoccupation, 
no longer pays attention to all the 

all his children is something 
extraordinary. He was capable of 
walking around with a bone from 
his youngest child and using it to 
comfort mourners.
However, despite his fortitude 
in the face of extreme pain, the 
moment he lost his student who 
was his chavruta, his stamina 
failed and he was not capable of 
bearing this loss, until eventually 
he lost his mind and died.
The Gemarah describes this 
incident (Baba Metzia 84a): 
“When Rabbi Shimon ben Lakish 
died, Rabbi Yochanan was 
extremely distressed. The Sages 
said, who will be able to calm 
him? They sent Rabbi Elazar 
ben P’dat, whose teachings 
were sharp, to learn with him. 
He went and sat before Rabbi 
Yochanan. For every novel idea 
that Rabbi Yochanan introduced, 
Rabbi Elazar ben P’dat brought 
him a Breitah as a proof for his 
words. Rabbi Yochanan said to 
him, ‘Are you supposed to be 
like Ben Lakish?! Ben Lakish 
would question my opinion with 
twenty-four difficulties and I 
would answer him with twenty-
four reconciliations and through 
this give and take between us, 
we would clarify the sugya. But 
you are bringing me Breitahs 
as a proof for what I am saying. 
What does this help me? Do I 
not already know that what I am 
saying is good and correct?!’ And 
from then on Rabbi Yochanan 
would go and tear his clothes 
and cry and say, ‘Where are you 
Bar Lakisha? Where are you Bar 
Lakisha?’ and so he would cry out 
until he lost his mind. The Sages 
begged for mercy for him and 
Rabbi Yochanan passed away.”
There is something most 
profound in this Gemarah. When 
Rabbi Yochanan experienced the 
great heartbreak of losing all his 
sons, he accepted the decree and 
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We too, with Hashem’s kindness, find comfort 
in the Torah which Ima instilled in us, for ‘mine 
and yours and our holy father’s is hers’. Abba a”h 
would not have been able to reach his high level 
if not for our righteous mother who constantly 
stood by his side as a true ‘eishet chayil’. 
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shortness of breath”. The ‘Ohr Hachaim’ explains: 
“Maybe since they were not Bnei Torah, derived 
from the words “they did not heed”, is why they are 
described as “shortness of breath”, for the Torah 
broadens a person’s heart”. This is a proof that the 
Holy Torah comforts and brings relief to a person’s 
soul and broadens his mind and empowers him with 
the strength to withstand all that befalls him. 
Who is a greater example of this than Rabbi Yochanan 
who was supremely dedicated in his devotion to Torah 
and an intense love for Torah burnt inside him, to the 
extent that at the time of his passing, his generation 
ascribed the following verse to him (Shir Hashirim 
8:7): “Were any man to offer all the treasures of his 
home to entice you away from your love” - for Rabbi 
Yochanan loved the Torah – “they would scorn him to 
extreme” (Yalkut Shimoni remez 994).
The Midrash tells us (Shemot Rabba 47:5): “There 
was a story with Rabbi Yochanan who went from 
Teveria to Tzipori and Rabbi Chiya his student went 
along with him. Rabbi Yochanan saw a vineyard and 
said to Rabbi Chiya, ‘This vineyard was mine and I 
sold it so that I should be free to occupy myself with 
Torah’. They carried on their way and came across 
many olive trees. Rabbi Yochanan said, ‘These trees 
were mine and I sold them so that I should be free 
to learn Torah’. This happened again and again, he 
showed him many assets that he had sold so that his 
head should be undisturbed for Torah. Rabbi Chiya 
bar Abba his student cried and said in amazement, 
‘And you did not leave anything for your old age?!’ 
Rabbi Yochanan replied, ‘Is it a simple thing in your 
eyes that I sold something that was created in six 
days and acquired something that was given in forty 
days?!’”
As Rabbi Yochanan’s entire life was devoted to toiling 
in Torah, he had the strength to bear the tragedy that 
befell him with the death of his ten sons, for his 
occupation with Torah comforted him and soothed his 
heart and expanded his mind.
But the moment his chavruta Reish Lakish passed 
away and he no longer had the ‘heat of Torah learning’ 
that he was used to, now the comfort that he had always 
found in the Torah was missing and when this comfort 
departed, all those terrible tragedies reappeared in his 
mind and he no longer had the strength to bear the 
sorrow and suffering, to the extent that he lost his 
mind and left this world. 
It is nevertheless difficult to understand why the 
Torah of Rabbi Yochanan was dependent on the 
Torah of Raish Lakish and once he died r”l, Rabbi 
Yochanan no longer found comfort in Torah. Could 
Rabbi Yochanan, who was so great in Torah, not learn 6060
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on the loss of my saintly mother. 
Almost no day passes where I 
don’t cry over her loss. Ima a”h 
was crowned with exceptional 
modesty and adorned with 
nobility, with love for every 
person and with every good 
merit. Today we stand bereft of 
all this greatness. My dear brother 
showed me a short film of her 
last words; it was a conversation 
between her and her aide. Her 
aide turned to her and said, 
“Rabbanit, maybe eat something, 
you didn’t eat anything yet 
today!” Ima answered her with 
great effort, it was clear that she 
hardly had the strength to talk, 
“and did you eat?! You must be 
hungry, eat something.” The aide 
answered, “I am okay, but you are 
weak - you didn’t eat anything. 
Maybe have a bite of something.” 
Once again Ima repeated, “I 
can’t eat, but please, look after 
yourself and eat because you also 
haven’t eaten anything from the 
morning!” This was Ima’s last 
conversation in this world, a short 
conversation but one full of love 
and concern for another. This was 
an illustration of how she always 
conducted herself. Whatever she 
had she gave away to others and 
her entire concern was how to 
assist other people. It is very hard 
to be consoled for such a pious 
and saintly mother, it is very 
hard to be comforted for we feel 
her loss so deeply; it feels like a 
chasm has opened up beneath us.
But just like Rabbi Yochanan 
found comfort in Torah for his 
immense tragedy, we too, with 
Hashem’s kindness, find comfort 
in the Torah which Ima instilled 
in us, for ‘mine and yours and 
our holy father’s is hers’. Abba 
a”h would not have been able 
to reach his high level if not 
for our righteous mother who 
constantly stood by his side as 
a true ‘eishet chayil’. Ima a”h 

a great effect on Raish Lakish and 
he agreed to bind himself to the 
Torah, they had a sevenfold effect 
on Rabbi Yochanan. “Utilize your 
strength for Torah” pierced his 
heart like a serpent’s poison and 
from then on his soul was bound 
up with the soul of Raish Lakish 
so that both of them together 
could go from strength to strength 
and rise in levels of Torah and 
yirah. This means that whenever 
Rabbi Yochanan would see Raish 
Lakish in front of him, he would 
remember his original rejoinder 
of “Utilize your strength for 
Torah”, imploring both of them to 
advance in Torah. So the moment 
Raish Lakish passed away and 
his image was no longer in front 
of Rabbi Yochanan’s eyes, he 
no longer had this reminder 
of “Utilize your strength for 
Torah” and this is what caused 
his distress and why he refused to 
be comforted. He said to himself, 
true I can learn Torah on my 
own, or with someone else, but 
it is not the same kind of Torah 
that I learnt with Raish Lakish. I 
don’t have the same stimulation 
and reminder of “from strength to 
strength”. “Utilize your strength 
for Torah” no longer echoes in 
my ears every day. This is why it 
was hard for him to be comforted 
on the loss of his holy chavruta. 
Since he no longer found comfort 
in Torah, all his previous troubles 
immediately resurfaced as in the 
concept of ‘חוזר ונעור’ (the original 
status recurs), and he was faced 
with the full grief of losing his 
sons. The depths of his anguish 
caused him to break down and he 
lost his mind and passed away, 
for he was bereft of the remedy 
which had always comforted him 
and calmed his soul.
Esteemed audience, I am 
explaining this to you so that you 
should know that for me too it 
is extremely hard to be consoled 

by himself without his chavruta? 
And if he had such a strong desire 
to learn with a chavruta, why did 
he push away Rabbi Elazar ben 
P’dat who came to study Torah 
with him? Even though Rabbi 
Elazar was not on the level of 
Raish Lakish, could he still not 
learn Torah with him? So why 
did Rabbi Yochanan feel that his 
world had collapsed when Raish 
Lakish died?
I think that we can answer this 
question by referring to the very 
first strands of connection that 
were strung together between 
Rabbi Yochanan and Raish 
Lakish. The Gemarah tells us 
(Baba Metzia 84a): “One day, 
Rabbi Yochanan was swimming 
in the Yarden. Raish Lakish, who 
at that time was a thief, saw him 
and jumped over the Yarden in 
order to reach him since Rabbi 
Yochanan was beautiful and he 
mistook him, r’l, for a woman. 
Rabbi Yochanan said to him, 
‘Utilize your strength for Torah’. 
‘How great is your strength! It is 
fitting to use this to accept the yoke 
of Torah!’ Raish Lakish answered 
him, ‘Your beauty is fitting for a 
woman’. Rabbi Yochanan said, ‘If 
you accept the yoke of Torah upon 
yourself, I will give you my sister 
for a wife and she is even more 
beautiful than I am. This is indeed 
what happened.”
I think that “Utiliize your 
strength for Torah” is derived 
from the phrase אל מחיל   ’ללכת 
 To advance from strength“ ,חיל‘
to strength”. Rabbi Yochanan 
was implying to Raish Lakish, 
you should know that if you 
repent, you and I will study Torah 
together and in this way both of 
us will merit to advance from 
strength to strength and rise up to 
great levels of Torah and yira – 
much more than I would achieve 
were I to learn on my own. 
Whereas indeed, these words had 
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for everything that we have here 
is from her strength and all our 
efforts of zikuy harabim (bringing 
merit to the masses) is hers. This 
is besides the immeasurable 
assistance that we regularly 
offer other Torah institutions in 
Israel and throughout the world, 
assistance which amounts to 
enormous sums. All the Torah that 
is learnt in those institutions is also 
accredited to her, for if not for her 
mesirat nefesh for Torah, all this 
would not be. She is the one who 
established the yoke of Torah in 
the world and there is no doubt 
that the angels are welcoming 
her and singing in her honor 
“Eishet chayil mi yimtza…”, 
“An accomplished woman who 
can find… Many women have 
amassed achievement, but you 
surpassed them all… a woman 
who fears Hashem, she should 
be praised. Give her the fruits of 
her hands; and let her be praised 
in the gates by her very own 
deeds.” 
The feelings of bereavement 
are just like we have explained. 
It certainly seems like a great 
tragedy that our pious mother 
was taken from us and from day 
to day the sadness over her loss 
only grows, but the holy Torah 
that she bequeathed to us and the 
sound of Torah which emerges 
and wafts up from all the Batei 
Midrash which were established 
in her merit throughout the 
world, are our consolation in 
our affliction, and just as Rabbi 
Yochanan found comfort in the 
Torah for all the tragedies that 
befell him, so too we find comfort 
for our sorrow in the holy Torah.
Morai V’Rabbotai, about two 
hours ago I returned from 
extensive activities in France, 
straight to the azkarah of Ima 
a’h. This too was in Ima’s merit, 
for yesterday evening the media 
announced that heavy snow was 

institutions of Torah, tzedakah and 
chessed, all the many Yeshivot 
and Kollelim, everything is in 
her merit and everything is hers, 
and so too all the Torah which 
comforts us is hers. If her Torah 
still exists, it is as if she herself is 
still alive for “Tzaddikim in their 
death are considered alive”.
I am reminded now of the words 
of Maran Rabbeinu Ovadiah 
Yosef zt”l, who once said over 
in a speech that sometimes a 
simple Jew passes away and 
when he arrives in the Upper 
World, thousands of dafim of 
Gemarah joyously come to greet 
him and lofty angels sing before 
him and say “Light is sown for 
the righteous” and praise him 
“Fortunate are you that you 
merited establishing the yoke of 
Torah”. The Jew is astounded and 
says, “I didn’t do any of this, I 
am a simple Jew, maybe there is 
some mistake here and you have 
mixed me up with someone else.” 
Yet the Heavenly Court replies, 
“Rest assured, there is no mistake 
here. During your lifetime you 
supported Torah, you gave of 
your own money to sustain those 
who toil in Torah and through 
this you became a partner with all 
those thousands of dafei Gemarah 
which they learnt. It is considered 
as if you yourself learnt all this 
Torah, this is why all these dafei 
Gemarah have come to greet you 
and this is why you can hear the 
angels singing in your ears “Light 
is sown for the righteous”.
Since today we have widespread 
institutions of Torah where many 
hundreds of precious avreichim 
and bachurim toil in Torah day 
and night and satiate themselves 
up with Shas and Poskim, 
imagine to yourselves how all 
those millions of dafei Gemarah 
are welcoming Ima a”h, dancing 
before her and inviting her to take 
her honored place in Gan Eden, 

took the entire burden of the 
home on her shoulders, including 
the responsibility of raising the 
children, so that our holy father 
should be unhindered day and 
night to devote himself to avodat 
Hashem.
Just as her soul’s desire was 
meriting a holy and righteous 
husband, so too she desired with 
all her might to merit righteous 
children, bnei Torah, who would 
occupy themselves with Torah 
and mitzvot. She sacrificed 
herself to this end and Baruch 
Hashem she merited seeing the 
fruits of her labor. 
I already told you how Ima 
sent me and my brother away 
to Yeshiva when we were still 
young children. I was just eight 
years old but despite her burning 
love for us and the close bond that 
we shared, her love for Hashem 
burnt stronger and this is how 
I came to spend many years 
away in Yeshiva. The chagim 
too, I spent in Yeshiva far from 
home, and when the day of my 
Bar Mitzvah arrived, my mother 
travelled to my Yeshiva and then 
took me to Paris where I had an 
Aliya L’Torah. That was the entire 
extent of my bar mitzvah, no 
celebration, no gifts, I didn’t even 
get a simple watch, and what was 
my mother’s gift to me? “Now 
go back to Yeshiva!” Of course 
this was after showering me with 
warm kisses. This was the extent 
of Ima’s sacrifice for the sake of 
the holy Torah!
Ima and Abba shared a common 
goal of raising their children only 
for Torah, children who would be 
servants of Hashem, children who 
would perform Hashem’s will and 
Baruch Hashem she did not toil in 
vain. She merited seeing blessed 
children and grandchildren who 
try to spread the Torah’s light 
across the globe, and whatever 
we have here today, all our 
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supposed to fall, starting from midnight, and no 
one will be able to leave or enter the country. 
Several airports were closed and some passengers 
were informed that their flights had been 
cancelled. I was greatly distressed by this, for how 
could I not be present at Ima’s azkarah? Indeed, 
the forecast was accurate and soon after midnight 
heavy snow started covering the ground. My flight 
was supposed to depart at six in the morning, what 
was I going to do?
At two in the morning, a family member, Mrs. 
Magen Moyal shtichya, called me from Canada. 
After speaking with her for a few minutes I told 
her about my situation and asked her, “Please 
light a candle in honor of Rabbi Chaim Pinto 
zya”a, and beg that I shouldn’t be prevented from 
returning to Israel.” She laughed and said, “I am 
a simple woman, how can I stop the snow?” I 
told her that she too was a relative of this tzaddik 
and she shouldn’t belittle her status. Meanwhile, 
heavy snow continued falling, and when I saw 
that I had little chance left, I stood in a corner 
and started talking to Ima a”h, like a small child 
talks to his mother who is standing in front of 
him. I told her, “Dear Ima, your son David 
Chananya wishes to take part in your azakarah 
which will soon take place in Ashdod. Please, for 
my sake, beg Hashem for mercy that the roads 
should open.” Morai V’Rabbotai, not an hour 
passed and suddenly the snow was replaced with 
heavy rain which didn’t let up, and that is how 
with Hashem’s kindness most of the snow melted 
and my flight to Israel left on time without any 
delays. “Blessed be the Name of Hashem, from 
this time and forever”. I am certain that it was the 
merit of my righteous mother that brought this 
about.
I now wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to 
our dear Ima, for raising us on the lap of Torah 
and yirah and for leaving us with a source of 
consolation, which comes from the Torah that we 
possess, which is all in her merit. We promise you 
dear Ima, that with G-d’s help we will continue 
with all our strength to remain on the path that you 
instilled in us, and we will constantly try to spread 
Torah and its glory throughout the world.
May it be His will that Ima will beseech on behalf 
of her sons and daughters and for all those who 
knew her, and may her merit prevail for us and for 
this entire esteemed audience and for all the Jewish 
people. May Hashem send Mashiach speedily and 
redeem us with the eternal redemption, Amen 
v’Amen.
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he Gemarah at the end of Niddah says: 
“The Academy of Eliyahu taught: He 
who studies Torah laws every day, has the 

assurance that he will be in the World to Come, 
as it is said, ‘The ways of the world are His’ 
do not read [ֲהִליכֹות] ‘ways’, but [ֲהָלכֹות] ‘laws.’” 
One should study two halachot every morning. 
Why does the verse refer to ‘laws’ as ‘ways’? 
It is because the Torah laws guide and direct a 
person on how to conduct himself as a Jew and 
show him how to live.
Today I studied the laws of the matzeivah 
(gravestone); I did not even know that there 
were laws concerning the matzeivah, how to 
build it, how one constructs a burial place, I 
had no idea until Harav Mussevi brought me 
sefarim that his father, Harav HaGaon Rabbi 
Pinchas Mussevi shlita, published on these laws 
– laws on how to bury – laws concerning the 
moment when the neshama leaves the body. I 
was present at the yetziat neshama, together 
with my sons Rabbi Yoel and Rabbi Michael, 
and my brother Rabbi Daniel. What can I tell 
you? What a light there was! I saw myself in a 
room, I did not tell my children this, for had I 
told them they might have been afraid. I felt the 
presence of both the Angel of Death and also 
Hashem, right there in the room. I was there but 
could not see either of them, but the light that 
shone from my mother’s face was awesome! I 
do not have the words to describe it, the color of 
that light is something I have never seen…
Her heart was still beating but the machines 
showed that things were shutting down, her lungs 
too; her breathing slowed. I have been present 
a number of times in my life at the moment 
when the neshama leaves the body, but this 
was something I had never seen. Not because it 
was my mother, but because in those moments 
I understood what a human being is; what a 
shame for every minute that passes by, alas for 
arguments, for wasting time, just like the Rosh 
Yeshiva said, minutes that one should utilize to 
the utmost. We have here with us avreichim and 
ba’alei batim who came from Ra’anana, all of 
them now have fixed times for Torah study, and 
right from when they first sampled the taste of 
Torah they have continued to come; there are 
some who come to study at six in the morning, 
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there are those who have 
already finished a masechet, 
and Baruch Hashem Rav Yoel 
assists them and imbues them 
with the desire to learn.
Going back to the idea of 
Torah laws, as soon as a person 
is born, we fulfill the laws 
of milah, and this continues 
with how we educate him, 
how we celebrate his Bar 
Mitzvah, right until his very 
last moments when there are 
laws on how we bury him, 
including the setting up of 
the matzeiva and the laws of 
sitting shiva, laws relating to 
the first thirty days and laws 
relating to the first year. After 
one hundred and twenty years 
one can no longer perform 
mitzvot, for then there is 
no Torah and mitzvot. The 
Torah learning that leads 
to performance can only be 
carried out in this world, but 
up there Torah learning does 
not lead to actions, “For there 
is neither doing nor reckoning 
nor knowledge nor wisdom 
in the grave where you are 
going.” There you only sit 
and enjoy the glory of the 

Shechina, this is why it says 
“The ways [הליכות] of the 
world are His”. In the Next 
World you will continue to go, 
how is this possible? Through 
your children who will 
continue to fulfill mitzvot in 
the way that you taught them; 
this will bring you continued 
merits in the Next World until 
the arrival of Mashiach.
I will never forget that light. 
Every time I look at a picture 
of Ima I imagine to myself 
that she is telling me: David, 
this is the lesson that should 
accompany you throughout 
your life – don’t waste your 
time! Look at me as long as I 
am still alive, before I die, for 
then you will no longer be able 
to look at me for it is forbidden 
to gaze at the dead. I talk to 
her, I am not, G-d forbid, 
communicating with the dead, 
I am simply telling myself 
words of mussar to encourage 
myself, to remind myself of 
the way she educated us, into 
which she put so much effort.
I thank all my brothers for all 
that they did for our mother, 
and especially my brother 

Rabbi Eliyahu who cared for 
her considerably, almost a day 
didn’t go by that he didn’t go 
to visit her, and sometimes 
didn’t even go to work so that 
he could visit her. He showed 
me a short film. Every time 
I went to her, I would give 
her some money or I would 
tell Rav Eliyahu to give her, 
besides the amount that I gave 
her every month. Rav Eliyahu 
knew that she ‘wasted’ that 
money, she would give it all 
away to charity! Therefore, he 
cleverly divided the monthly 
amount into four, and every 
week gave her the sum for 
just that week. Once after I 
had visited my mother, Rav 
Eliyahu asked her: “Ima, 
did Rabbi David give you 
something?” She looked at 
him and just smiled. He said, 
“So if he gave you, I won’t 
give you”. Ima replied, “but I 
need the money”. Rav Eliyahu, 
“So give me back what Rabbi 
David gave you, you can’t 
have both!”  This conversation 
was all in jest, she looked at 
him indignantly and said, “I 
will call Rabbi David and 
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we will let him decide”. 
To cut the story short, she 
dismissed the issue with 
these words: “Bitachon in 
Hashem”. These were the 
words of an elderly woman, 
eighty-eight years old. He 
then started to tell her a 
bit about the challenges 
that were happening in the 
world to which she replied: 
“Don’t talk about problems, 
only about Mashiach”. 
This shows how much she 
believed in the coming of 
Mashiach, not only was 
she strongly connected to 
Hashem but she also had 
faith in Mashiach, faith 
throughout everything.
When she became ill with 
her final illness, there were 
three girls who helped her 
considerably. Since they 
were already getting on in 
age, she told them: “I bless 
you, in the merit of my holy 
ancestors, that you should 
find your intended.” Indeed, 
all three of them merited 
setting up their homes 
during that time. From 
where did she merit this 
power of prayer? She was 
counted among “The wish 
of those who fear Him, He 
does”. 
I thank all the Rabbanim 
of the Yeshiva and the 
Kollelim, the bachurim 
and avreichim, for all the 
trouble that they went 
through  during this time. 
May Hashem repay you in 
the World of Truth; may 
Hashem grant you blessings 
and success and the merit of 
Torah should protect you, 
Amen.
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"She envisions a field and buys it; from the fruit of her handiwork she plants a vineyard."
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If we take a look at the life of Rabbanit Pinto a”h, 
the saintly wife of the esteemed Maran Rabbeinu 
Moshe Ahron zya”a, we see consistent thought and 
contemplation, centered on her great love for Hashem. 
She invested deliberate effort in the chinuch of her 
children so that they would grow up faithful to the true 
Jewish path, with sanctity and modesty as her guiding 
light. Indeed, she merited much nachat from blessed 
generations of upright children who sanctify G-d’s 
Name in all their many ways.
The following is a remarkable story that only just 
recently occurred. It is a glimpse of the nachat ruach 
that the nifteret a”h gleans from the fruit of her 
handiwork, through the establishment of yet another 
vineyard of purity in Israel.
As part of the wide-ranging activities of Harav Hagaon 
Hatzaddik Rabbi David Chananya Pinto shlita, both in 
Eretz Yisrael and throughout the entire world, HaRav 
Pinto, in collaboration with the Orem charity headed by 
Harav Ayal Mashiach shlita, recently inaugurated his 
third mikveh in memory of his mother Rabbanit Mazal 
Madeleine a”h, all within three months of her passing.
One of these mikva’ot, situated in a non-religious 
settlement in the Center of Israel, is supervised by a 
pious balanit (woman who supervises the immersion) 
who is extremely devoted to this precious mitzvah. Day 
after day she stands by the mezuzah and offers up a 

“She envisions a field and buys it; from the fruit of her 
handiwork she plants a vineyard.”
The inspirational feelings of the Jewish woman who 
invests her utmost towards establishing a home built 
on Torah values and untainted yirat shamayim (fear 
of G-d), are expressed by the wisest of all men in the 
verse, “She envisions a field and buys it”. This verse is 
a reference to Sara Imeinu a”h, whose entire life was a 
conduit of preparation for her own burial place in the 
holy Me’arat Hamachpelah.
Prior deliberation and planning are two tools that assist a 
person in every situation and at every stage of life. This 
is the way to merit success in setting up a home based on 
the foundations of pure faith and mitzvah observance. 
Without prior thought it is not possible to achieve fear of 
G-d, in accordance with the concept of “The outcome of 
the deed is in accordance with prior thought”.
The woman who manages her responsibilities with 
advance preparation, invest thought when planning 
how to establish a Torah home. She possesses explicit 
trust in our Torah leaders, never questioning in the 
slightest when faced with and accepting da’at Torah. 
In praise of this righteous woman, we can say “from 
the fruit of her handiwork she plants a vineyard”. She 
derives tremendous nachat from her vine, from the 
beautiful family that she cultivated in the vineyard of 
the Jewish people. 
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prayer that she should be successful in her holy task. 
Her day is replete with revising the laws of family 
purity and reciting tehillim.
Several days after the dedication ceremony of this 
mikveh in memory of the Harav Pinto’s mother, this 
devout balanit had a dream in which she saw an 
elderly woman who radiated an intensity that was 
impossible to describe. She experienced a powerful 
feeling of sublime elevation together with a strong 
demonstration of support and encouragement. The 
elderly woman, accompanied by a young avreich who 
was supporting her, showered the balanit with words of 
affection and warmth and stroked her hand as a sign of 
encouragement and love. She accompanied her up the 
path to the mikveh and after some time accompanied 
her back down the same path.
Harav M. shlita, who was involved in the establishment 
of this edifice of purity, attests that the balanit possesses 
unadulterated yirat shamayim and is most unpretentious 
and saintly. He took the dream seriously, since ‘words 
of truth are recognizable’, and maintained that this 
was no meaningless dream. The timing of the dream, 
together with its clarity and stirring sensation, were all 
signs of its significance. He entertained the thought that 
maybe the elderly woman who appeared in the dream 
was in fact the Rabbanit Pinto herself, in whose honor 
and memory this mikveh was built. 

Harav M. decided to clarify the matter and asked his 
devoted assistant, R’ Aryeh, to send him a picture of 
Harav Pinto’s mother. He then presented the balanit 
with several pictures of the dedication ceremony, 
including a picture of Rabbanit Pinto a”h.
As soon as the balanit glanced at the picture of 
the saintly Rabbanit a”h, she almost fainted. “This 
is the special woman that I saw in my dream!” she 
exclaimed. When Harav M. told her that she was in 
fact the mother of royalty, the mother of Harav Pinto 
shlita, it took her a long time to recover from this 
powerful experience. She understood that she had 
been blessed with a great merit and her virtuous 
deeds were causing pleasure in the Upper Worlds.
When Harav Pinto shlita heard about the dream, 
he was overjoyed. He expressed his gratification at 
the nachat that the Rabbanit a”h was deriving and 
sent his blessings to the pious balanit who merited 
performing this benevolence of fostering purity 
among the Jewish people, noting the Chazal, “A 
merit is brought about through one who is worthy”. 
He blessed her that her holy task “will bring her and 
her husband happiness and wealth, much success and 
good tidings and the merit of the mitzvah and the 
future neshamot that will result from the merit of this 
mitzvah of purity, will serve as a protection for her 
and all her family”. Amen.y d e y . e .
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As in previous editions, we conclude 
the magazine with a presentation of 

pictures and highlights of activities that have 
taken place in our institutions throughout the 

world.  At the peak of publishing this magazine, 
we were fortunate to some very valuable 

moments.  Moreinu v’Rabbeinu shlita heard the 
deliberations of the ‘Bechatzrot Hachaim’ staff 
concerning this column, and in a rare gesture, 

requested that we meet with him in his private 
office, where he receives those who turn to 

him for guidance and blessings.

The intimate moments with the
 Rav were inspiring.  The Rav welcomed 

us warmly and shared his innermost 
thoughts. With the Rav’s permission, 

we present you with this article, 
so that you too, may enjoy a 

glimpse behind the ‘velvet curtain’ 
of Moreinu Harav’s awesome 

accomplishments 
throughout the year.

"It is good to thank Hashem"

TOV LEHODOT

Chasdei David, Marseille, France Mikvah in Ukraine Mikvah in Anipoli, Ukraine  Sef
me
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"I have 
no doubt," 
added the Rav," 
that my mother 
is beseeching 
Hashem in 
Heaven to 
grant us much 
success in all 
our endeavors 
and that we and 
all our children 
be able to merit 
raising the 
crown of Torah 
in Israel.

 Sefer Torah wri�en in
memory of the Rabbanit

Orot Chaim U'Moshe, Ashdod

FIVE SIFREI TORAH

“Twice a year, you publish the 
wonderful magazine, ‘Bechatzrot 
Hachayim’ “, said the Rav.
“This amazing publication serves to 
create a connection between all of 
the special worldwide institutions and 
communities. It also serves to maintain 
a close connection between myself 
and all the members. I want them to 
know that I am constantly thinking 
about them, love them, pray for them 
and appreciate all that they do for the 
sake of our institutions.”
“I would like to reveal to you”, 
continued the Rav, “that this past year 
5779, was especially fruitful, both in 
establishing additional institutions 
of Torah, and in spreading Torah 
throughout the world.” 
“Do you know why?” asked the 
Rav and immediately responded with 
tremendous emotion: “I am absolutely 
sure that the merit of my dear, righteous 
mother, Mazal Madeleine bat Mocha 
Simcha a”h, who passed away this 
year, assisted me in establishing so 
many Torah centers!”
“With Hashem’s gracious help, we 
have already written five beautiful 
Sifrei Torah in memory of my dear 
mother a”h, donated by generous 
friends and family members. The first 
Sefer Torah was donated by Mr. Ben 
Harosh n”y, the second by Mr. Ben 

David n”y, the third by Mr. Asouline 
n”y and the fourth by Mr. Ben Sousou 
n”y. I donated the fifth Sefer Torah, in 
conjunction with several friends who 
participate in my shiurim. May my 
mother’s memory be for a blessing, and 
may the merit of the Torah accompany 
all the generous donors.”
“I have no doubt,” added the Rav,” 
that my mother is beseeching Hashem 
in Heaven to grant us much success in 
all our endeavors and that we and all 
our children be able to merit raising 
the crown of Torah in Israel.

SPECIAL MOMENTS

All the staff members felt that 
these scarce moments were about 
to be revelations of the Rav’s 
innermost feelings. However, as 
always, the Rav opened his remarks 
with acknowledging that all his 
accomplishments were also due to 
the great merit of all his worldwide 
supporters.
The Rav requested to glance through 
this edition’s magnificent photographs. 
He pondered for a few moments and 
then exclaimed, “Why publish these 
photos? Why publicize?”
“Clearly, we aren’t looking for glory 
and praise, G-d forbid. After all, we 
are all servants of Hashem, who desire 
to fulfill His wishes. It is written in the 
Gemara (Horiyut 10a), that Rabban 
Gamliel wanted to give authority to 
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wishes of our Creator. Without 
your assistance, I could never 
carry this load on my own.”
One of the central projects 
we focused on this year, in 
memory of my mother a”h, 
was the establishment of many 
mikvaot (ritual baths) in Israel 
and other places in the world. 
We inaugurated a mikvah in 
“Or Haganuz”, a settlement in 
northern Israel and in “Nili”, 
a settlement in central Israel, 
in addition to other mikvaot in 
Israel.
We are hoping to build a beautiful 
new mikvah in Ra’anana for the 
benefit of the local community, 
and Baruch Hashem we will 
continue with this holy project 
throughout the world, in addition 
to the mikvaot that we have built 
in Ukraine and Poland and other 
places.
I am determined to see these 
projects to fruition because I 
understand how important the 
mitzvah of Tahara (purity) is 
for Jewish women. It is the 
cornerstone and foundation of 
every Jewish home.

The ‘French revolution'
 in Ashdod 

Another central and important 
example, the Rav mentioned, is 

the establishment of a Jewish 
center for French ‘Olim’ in the 
city of Ashdod. Hashem should 
help that the work that needs 
to be done should begin and 
proceed quickly, without any 
obstacles. We hope to soon see 
a magnificent building, that will 
bring honor to Hashem Yitbarach 
and His Torah.
This glorious Torah center will 
be the base for the existing 
extensive Torah programs in 
Ashdod, which are led by my 
dear son, Harav Hagaon Rabbi 
Raphael Pinto shlita, who is 
extremely involved in spreading 
Torah, especially among the dear 
French residents of Ashdod. 
Hashem has granted him a 
unique ability to speak and 
influence others, to bring them 
closer to Torah and mitzvot with 
‘ropes of love’. May Hashem 
grant him continued success in 
all his endeavors.
My son HaRav Hagaon Rabbi 
Raphael shlita, spreads Torah to 
French Olim in “City”, Ashdod. 
His Torah citadels reach as 
far as Lyon and Marseilles in 
France, where he has established 
institutions where avreichim and 
ba’alei batim study the Holy 
Torah together.
This new Torah center will be 
established in memory of my late 
mother a”h, and also in memory 

his students and they refused. 
“Do you think I am giving you 
authority (and glory)?” asked 
Rabban Gamliel, “I am giving 
you servitude! (meaning, to 
serve the community).”
We publicize our accomplishments 
with two goals in mind. Firstly, 
we want to thank Hashem and 
publicly acknowledge His 
infinite kindness to us in enabling 
us to establish so many Torah 
institutions. Before anything 
else we must express our deepest 
thanks to the Creator for all these 
wide ranging accomplishments; 
we must remind ourselves each 
day, each hour and each moment 
to praise Hashem and thank 
Him for all of His numerous 
kindnesses that He bestows on 
us. Without His help, we could 
not accomplish anything! ‘Tov 
lehodot laHashem’. It is good to 
thank Hashem and praise Him 
for the tremendous kindness that 
He has done, and continues to do, 
from the time of man’s creation 
until today. We must thank Him 
for helping us establish centers 
of Torah and chessed in so many 
places; here in Israel and all 
around the world. 
In addition, this is an opportunity 
for me to thank all those who 
support and assist us, around the 
globe. Through your mitzvah of 
tzedaka, you merit fulfilling the 
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of the parents of my wife, the 
Rabbanit tlita, Rav Yichye and 
Marat Mamach Charfi a”h. It will 
also be in memory of my wife’s 
late brother, Rav Yaakov Charfi 
a”h who also passed away this 
year. The building will also be in 
the memory of others, including 
several philanthropists, may their 
neshamot rest in Heaven, Amen.
This new Torah center will join 
the magnificent Torah institutions 
that are already in existence for 
many years in Ashdod, namely 
the “Orot Chaim v’Moshe” 
Institute that is situated close to 
the gravesite of my late, holy 
father a”h. My mother a”h was 
an integral part of encouraging 
its establishment. It is a majestic 
building that houses over two 
hundred, special avreichim 
who toil in Torah learning, with 
fiery enthusiasm and unceasing 
energy. The sounds of Torah 
never cease to be heard day 
and night! They labored in the 
pursuit of knowledge and due to 
their great effort these avreichim 
merited being tested by the 
greatest Torah scholars of our 
generation shlita.
Several days ago, I merited 
distributing Rabbinical 
Diplomas to all these avreichim. 
This ceremony took place by the 
gravesite of the holy Tana, Rabbi 
Shimon bar Yochai zya”a.

The top floor of the great edifice, 
“Orot Chaim v’Moshe”, houses 
the holy Yeshiva “Torat David”. 
It is the crown of the building 
and shines its glory on the entire 
vicinity. ‘Torat David’ is under 
the auspices of my dear friend, 
the Rosh Yeshiva, Harav Hagaon 
Rabbi Shlomo Ravivo shlita, 
who together with his staff of 
Rabbanim who are distinguished 
talmidei chachamim, instill 
Torah and yirah in their 
talmidim. With Hashem’s help 
the yeshiva’s fame has spread 
throughout the world and is a 
most sought after yeshiva. Today 
the yeshiva comprises over one 
hundred and twenty bachurim.
Ashdod is also home to the new 
“Kollel Chatzot”, established 
in memory of my dear mother 
a”h. Every night at midnight, 
avreichim can be seen making 
their way over to the Beit 
Midrash, where they delve in 
Torah until the early morning 
hours. This Kollel creates a 
unique reality - for twenty-four 
hours a day, the sound of Torah 
does not cease for a moment 
from “Orot Chaim v’Moshe”, 
which was established in 
memory of my esteemed father 
and grandfather, may their merit 
protect us, Amen.
I extend my heartfelt thanks 
to the dear Roshei Kollelim, 

We publicize our 
accomplishments with 
two goals in mind.  Firstly, 
we want to thank Hashem 
and publicly acknowledge 
His infinite kindness 
to us in enabling us to 
establish so many Torah 
institutions. Without 
His help, we could not 
accomplish anything! 

In addition, this is an 
opportunity for me to 
thank all those who 
support and assist 
us, around the globe.  
Through your mitzvah 
of tzedaka, you merit 
fulfilling the wishes 
of our Creator.  
Without your assistance, 
I could never carry this 
load on my own."
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Orot Chaim U'Moshe, City, Ashdod

Roshei Yeshivot and all the 
Rabbanim, for faithfully 
fulfilling their role and infusing 
life into this place of Torah. 
May it be Hashem’s will that 
He fulfill their hearts’ desires 
for the good. May they continue 
to accomplish and may their 
“payment be full from Hashem, 
the G-d of Israel”.

In their
Father’s Footsteps

The Rav wishes to acknowledge 
his dear son, Harav Hagaon 
Rabbi Moshe Aharon 
Pinto shlita, “who besides 
disseminating Torah each 
day to many throughout the 
world, plans to establish a 
Torah institution in Tel Aviv, in 
memory of my distinguished 
parents, may their memory be 
for a blessing. This is besides the 
two Torah centers that are under 
his leadership in Paris, one in the 
19th district and the other in the 
17th district, where more than 
fifty distinguished avreichim toil 
in Torah, headed by the Rosh 
Kollel, Harav Hagaon Rabbi 
Barda shlita.
It is an exceptional merit for me 
to see my dear sons continuing 
in their fathers’ footsteps, 
disseminating Torah and 

bringing merit to the public.
My dear son, Rabbi Michael 
Pinto shlita, travels regularly 
every month to the unique Kollel 
that we established in Manhattan. 
This Kollel comprises tens of 
precious avreichim, among 
them those who have authored 
sefarim and also talmidei 
chachamim who travel from 
Lakewood to Manhattan every 
day, to infuse life into this Torah 
center. It is a unique Kollel, 
headed by distinguished talmidei 
chachamim, with a learning 
schedule that continues until 
nine o’ clock in the evening. 
During the day, the avreichim 
study Talmud and Poskim and 
in the evening they are joined 
by ba’alei batim who leave their 
businesses to devote several 
hours to Torah study together 
with the avreichim, studying the 
Daf Yomi, Halacha or Aggada. 
Rabbi Michael n”y travels to 
Manhattan once or twice a 
month, inspiring the members 
with his mussar lectures and 
offering words of encouragement 
to the distinguished community.
My dear son Rabbi Yoel shlita, 
also brings merit to the public 
through the lectures and shiurim 
that he delivers in Ra’anana, 
where I reside. In his position 
as Rav of the “Kol Chaim” 

institutions, he greatly enhances 
and elevates all the holy 
undertakings that we carry out 
in Ra’anana, in addition to the 
large, prominent Kollel, which 
is a wonderful Beit Midrash. 
We recently established another 
notable Kollel, “Kollel Ohel 
David”, in memory of the 
holy tzaddik, Rabbeinu David 
ben Chazan zya”a, who was 
the chavruta of my esteemed 
grandfather, Rabbeinu Chaim 
Pinto zya”a. 
May it be His will that Hashem 
grant success to all his offspring. 
May all of them be counted 
among those who love Torah, 
spread Torah and bring merit 
to the public, and may he merit 
much nachat and peace of mind, 
Amen.”

Write! Write!

The Rav looks at the pictures 
that are spread out on the table, 
pictures that give some small 
indication of the international 
activities, and requests with 
emotion: “Write! Write how 
much I appreciate these cherished 
Jewish people who assist me 
in supporting our significant 
institutions of Torah and chessed! 
All our undertakings throughout 
the world are in their merit!”
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Distribu�ng cer�ficates,
Kollel Choshen Mishpat, Ashdod

“Of course these ventures, both 
establishing and maintaining 
them, demand enormous sums of 
money that no one can estimate 
or imagine. Every single month 
I require colossal amounts since 
I am obligated to pay the wages 
to the hundreds of avreichim 
who learn in our Kollelim, and 
supporting our yeshivot also 
requires huge sums. Do not think 
for a minute that we are rich. I 
am not a business man nor do I 
deal in real estate. Despite this, 
all our institutions are running 
efficiently. How is this possible? 
Only in the merit of enormous 
siyata dishmaya, which we enjoy 
in the merit of the Torah learning 
of the dear avreichim and 
yeshiva bachurim, who study 
with great diligence, and also 
in the merit of the generosity of 
all our supporters who merit this 
important mitzvah of supporting 
Torah and chessed.
We know that Hashem does 
not send His assistance unless 
a person invests his own effort. 
Indeed, for the sake of Torah, I 
endeavor with all my strength. 
Throughout the year I leave 
my family for extended periods 
of time, travelling from city to 
city, from country to country, to 
encourage the communities in 
avodat Hashem and bring them 
closer to Torah, and also to speak 

to the philanthropists, to inspire 
them to open their hearts and 
pockets to donate for the honor 
of Torah. Indeed, this position 
demands enormous strength and 
entails great travail.”
The Rav smiles and points to 
his beard, “Hashem gave me the 
merit to reach this stage where 
my beard has turned white, both 
due to my age and to the heavy 
responsibility of supporting our 
institutions. It is not easy; at my 
age it is doubly hard to strain 
myself with innumerable flights, 
frequent travels and wandering 
around in galut. But the merit 
of the Holy Torah is what 
sustains me and encourages 
me to continue, despite all the 
difficulties and health challenges 
that I encounter due to the burden. 
Due to this, all those who assist 
my efforts and all the generous 
philanthropists, deserve my 
deepest appreciation.

“They Carried 
on the Shoulder”

It is a rare opportune moment 
in the presence of the Rav, 
and the publishers dare 
not utter a sound while 
the Rav shares his 
innermost feelings:
“The truth is that 
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I could easily shake off this 
burden with the claim that I 
have troubled myself enough 
for more than thirty-five years, 
for my strength to endure is no 
longer what it was, and from 
now on my dear sons sheyichyu, 
will continue as much as they 
are able. But it is clear to me 
that I may not give up the 
responsibility, despite the heavy 
burden, and as long as I can 
continue with this holy work, 
I will continue, despite the 
difficulty involved, “since the 
sacred service was upon them, 
they carried on the shoulder”.
Once, at an auspicious time, I 
stood and prayed to Hashem: 
‘Ribbono Shel Olam! I am 
Yours and these institutions 
are all Yours. With Your great 
kindness, we have merited 
establishing Yeshivot and 
numerous Torah institutions. 
Our entire goal is to sanctify 
Your Name in this world and I 
have no doubt that You do not 
wish their fate to be like that of 
the Beit Hamikdash, that was 
eventually destroyed. Therefore, 
please act for the sake of Your 
Name, and grant us strength and 
good health, help and assistance 
to continue raising the crown of 
Torah! Please watch over our 
establishments and support us to 

continue going from strength to 
strength, adding more and more 
Torah institutions.’
This is how I stood and prayed to 
our Creator; it was a prayer that 
emerged from the depths of my 
heart.
And indeed I feel Hashem 
supporting and assisting me and 
sending me His blessings for 
success in all my endeavors, for 
I do not seek my own honor but 
the glory of Hashem Yitbarach, 
and my entire goal is to increase 
the glory of Heaven in this world.
When Hashem sees that a 
person’s goal is to propagate His 
Torah and not chalila to increase 
his own honor, He sends His 
assistance in the form of tangible 
aid, so that he be successful in 
his undertakings.
At this point, the Rav turns his 
attention to clarifying his unique 
practice, for which he is famous 
throughout the world. The Rav 
insists on expending enormous 
effort and exertion, not just for 
his own institutions, but for those 
of others as well. “Although 
we know that ‘the poor of your 
own city take precedence’, the 
Rav explains, “since these other 
individuals also wish to perform 
Hashem’s will and their goal, 
too, is to increase the honor of 
Heaven, I may not ignore them 

and am obligated to assist them 
as much as I am able. Chalila 
for me to say that since this 
is not my institution, it is not 
my concern. On the contrary, 
‘from me and from you will the 
Almighty be praised’. We both 
have the like-minded goal of 
glorifying Hashem’s Name and 
the honor of Torah in this world, 
and the one who increases (His 
honor) is praiseworthy and ‘holy 
will be said about him’. This 
is the sincere desire that lies 
behind my efforts, that our own 
institutions together with those 
of others should be successful 
and flourish, therefore I try with 
all my strength to assist them.”

Tzaddikim in Toronto

During the Rav’s discussion 
with the editors, he pointed out 
a few outstanding examples of 
individuals who sacrifice their 
lives for the sake of the Torah 
and its scholars, to ensure the 
continuation of our institutions, 
whether by giving of their time, 
money or connections.
“See what is happening in the 
Torah centers in Toronto”, the 
Rav exclaimed. “Rabbi Masoud 
Lugasi shlita recently merited 
opening another distinguished 
Spanish Kollel, in addition to 
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the one that already exists. The 
new Kollel has been named 
“Yismach Moshe”, after my 
late father, my crowning glory, 
the miracle worker Rabbeinu 
Moshe Aharon Pinto a”h.
I personally know how much 
effort and devotion Rabbi 
Masoud invests in these 
Kollelim, ensuring that the 
sound of Torah constantly 
emanates from them. I extend 
my thanks to him and to all 
those who support his efforts. 
May Hashem bless them with 
success and fulfill all their 
hearts’ desires for the good.
We also wish to thank Rabbi 
Masoud’s devoted wife, the 
dear Rabbanit shetichya, who 
is a faithful partner in her 
husband’s zikuy harabim, and 
shares an integral part in all his 
holy undertakings to strengthen 
Torah in Toronto. May Hashem 
repay her for all her righteous 
deeds. May she enjoy much 
nachat, health and blessings. 
We also extend our ‘mazal 
tov’ wishes and abundant 
blessings, on the occasion of 
their daughter’s marriage this 
past year.
Talking about Toronto, I cannot 
fail to mention the late Mr. Yosef 
Bitton a”h, who was deeply 
involved in our undertakings. 

He unfortunately passed away 
suddenly this past year and our 
pain on this tremendous loss, is 
great.
This dear individual was one 
of the biggest supporters of 
our Kollel ‘Yismach Moshe’. I 
know for a fact that he would 
donate almost all of his money 
and possessions to tzedaka 
causes, chessed undertakings 
and Torah institutions. Despite 
his tremendous generosity, he 
was humble and modest and 
always content with his lot.
After he passed away, it 
became known that he would 
anonymously donate money 
to poor people and Torah 
institutions! Many prominent 
people, among them Roshei 
Kollelim, cried out in their 
hespedim for this great man, 
“Who will support us now?” 
No one knew that Mr. Bitton 
a”h from Toronto was the one 
supporting them… I know of 
at least four kollelim, each 
of which have over thirty 
avreichim, that were depending 
on Mr. Bitton’s support and 
all this was without him ever 
revealing his righteous deeds to 
others!
Now that he passed away, I am 
sure that all the Torah centers, 
Kollelim and Yeshivot that he 

upheld, will be a tremendous 
merit for him in Heaven and serve 
as an elevation for his neshama. 
Fortunate is his lot for earning 
this special merit. About him it is 
said, “Your righteous deeds will 
precede you”. His considerable 
charitable deeds will all be 
advocates for him Above to 
merit Eternal rest. May his dear 
children continue in the path 
that their late father established 
for them. May Hashem grant his 
righteous wife, may she merit 
long years, a life of goodness 
and blessings, Amen.

Montreal, Mexico City 
and Argentina

With Hashem’s help, the city of 
Montreal is also flourishing in 
Torah.
I take this opportunity to 
express my deepest thanks to 
the honorable eishet chayil, the 
righteous Mrs. Maggi Lobby 
shetichya, granddaughter of my 
late grandfather Rabbeinu Chaim 
Pinto zya”a, who plays a great 
part in enabling Torah study in 
Montreal and in other places. 
Great self-sacrifice is required to 
support theses Kollelim and to 
ensure that the voice of Torah be 
heard without cessation.
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She is responsible for overseeing 
the donations from our regular 
supporters and constantly 
shows her concern and wishes 
to assist wherever she is able 
for the sake of Torah. Her 
efforts for the sake of Torah 
and her love of Torah have no 
limits and prayers are forever 
on her lips for the success of 
our Torah institutions, as if 
she were praying for her own 
personal needs. All those who 
wish to request blessings for 
good health and salvation are 
passed on to me through her, 
and for this I have tremendous 
appreciation. May Hashem 
bless her, together with her dear 
husband Mr. John (Yonatan) 
Lobby, long life, good health 
and blessings from Above. 
May they succeed in all their 
endeavors, Amen.
I would also like to thank the 
entire Jewish community of 
Montreal, and all of our loyal 
followers with whom we have 
enjoyed a close relationship for 
more than thirty years. May 
Hashem protect them from 
harm and may the merit of my 
holy forefathers be with them 
forever, Amen.
I must also mention Mexico 
City, where an outstanding 
Kollel was established, headed 

by the dear Rabbi Chaim 
Korson shlita. Rabbi Korson 
ensures that all the Kollel’s 
needs are taken care of, with 
great self-sacrifice. Standing 
by his side is his devoted wife 
tichye, who, together with her 
husband, faithfully fulfill this 
holy task. They also donated the 
building of a magnificent Beit 
Midrash for Torah study and 
prayer. All of their deeds are 
purely for the sake of Heaven 
with no thoughts of honor or 
reward. They invest all this 
effort because they merited 
many wondrous miracles in 
the merit of the holy Rabbi 
Chaim Pinto zya”a. (Rabbi 
Chaim Korson wrote a book 
publicizing the wonders and 
miracles that he experienced in 
the merit of this tzaddik.)
I would also like to mention the 
illustrious Kollel in Argentina. 
I thank and bless from the 
depths of my heart all those who 
are involved in this enterprise: 
Harav David Basol shlita, 
Harav Asyag shlita and Harav 
Sarim shlita, “A three-ply cord 
is not easily severed!” 
All of them together manage 
this distinguished Kollel, and 
also deliver shiurim to the 
ba’alei batim on a daily basis. 
With Hashem’s help in their 

merit this holy place is vibrant 
with life, life of Torah! They 
go from strength to strength 
in proliferating Torah and 
spreading its glory. May Hashem 
grant them much success in all 
their undertakings, Amen.

Torah in the Holy Land

Chazal tell us, “All go up to 
Yerushalayim”. We have the 
wonderful merit that also in 
Yerushalayim the Holy City, we 
have established a prominent 
evening Kollel, where French 
ba’alei batim, both young 
and old, gather together every 
day and delve into the Torah. 
This Kollel is headed by an 
exceptional talmid chacham, 
who draws the members together 
and showers them with dew-
drops of life and quenches their 
thirst with the waters of Torah. 
I regularly receive updates that 
the members are striving and 
growing in Torah and yirat 
shamyim, and this affords me 
enormous pleasure. 
I send my profuse blessings to 
all those who generously give 
of their money for the sake of 
raising the crown of Torah. May 
it be His will that they meet with 
success wherever they turn and 
may the merit of my ancestors 
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world. My appreciation for all 
those who support and assist 
us in every country, knows no 
bounds: My deepest thanks to 
each one of you and may it be 
His will that the merit of my 
holy ancestors stand in your 
stead to fulfill your hearts’ 
desires for the good, spiritually 
and materially, Amen.”
Full of emotion, the Rav shlita 
concludes this rare conversation 
on a personal note: “We are 
standing at the close of the year, 
but it is also the beginning of 

stand in their stead. May 
they ascend and flourish with 
happiness, wealth and honor, 
and may they experience only 
good always, Amen.
The Rav apologizes several 
times that he is unable to detail 
the names of all those who aid 
the institutions in numerous 
ways and who assist in elevating 
the honor of Torah, ‘for time will 
end and they will not end’. But 
he adds, “I take this opportunity 
to extend my blessings from the 
depths of my heart, to all our 
beloved friends throughout the 
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a new year. At this auspicious 
time, I lift up my hands in prayer 
and beseech Hashem: May it 
be His will that He help us for 
the sake of His Name’s glory, 
to further Torah study with 
continued strength and vigor. 
May Hashem grant us, our 
children and all our offspring, 
strength, good health and siyata 
dishmaya to continue our holy 
work of propagating Hashem’s 
Torah to the public for the glory 
and honor of Torah, and allow 
His Name to be acknowledged 
worldwide.”
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Shiur
 in Netivot, 

in the Beit Haknesset 
"Lev Eliyahu" 

86 Moreinu v'Rabbeinu at the gravesite of the Baba Sali zya"a86

In the room of the Baba Sali zya"a with yblch"t his son-in-
law Harav Hagaon Rabbi Yashar Edrai shlita

At the gravesite of the Rosh Yeshiva Harav Hagaon 
Rabbi Yissachar Meir zt"l

In
 th

e 
Te
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s o
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ad
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Main
shiur, Modiin, 

Under the Auspices 
of the Chief Rabbi, 

Harav Hagaon Rabbi 
Eliyahu Alcharar

 shlita

Chanukat 
Habayit of the 

Rabbinical Offices, 
Modiin

87

In the Tents of the Tzaddikim
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 Kimcha d’Pischa Distribu�on

Bnei Brak

Elad

Ofakim

88

 Ashdod



89

Distribution 
of fruits and 
vegetables 
throughout 
Israel
<<<

 Kimcha d’Pischa Distribu�on

Modiin Ilit

Netivot

89

 Yerushalayim

Ra'anana
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חלוקת קמחא דפסחא תשע"ט 
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 Kimcha d’Pischa Distribu�on

 Leon

Distribu�on of Milk Products in honor of Shavu'ot
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 Kimcha d’Pischa Distribu�on

Paris

Marseille



Hebrew
French


